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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation examines two phenomena known as terrestrial gamma-ray
flashes (TGFs) and terrestrial electron beams (TEBs). TGFs make up an emerging
field of study that unites the fields of atmospheric and space sciences. When these
events reach the upper stratosphere, they are capable of producing positrons and
electrons, which instruments observe as TEBs. Thus, they join the ranks of beta decay
process and cosmic ray showers as one of the few natural producers of antimatter on
Earth. Instruments rarely observe these relatively new events, and few studies have
been made of them. With the combination of TGFs and TEBs, it is an exciting time
to study in high-energy atmospheric physics.
TGFs are sub-millisecond long events of gamma radiation. These events have
been related to lightning since their discovery. TEBs are believed to be a by-product
of TGFs that are produced higher in the atmosphere. They consist of electrons
and positrons that are constrained to the magnetic field of Earth. Restricted to the
magnetic field, they can be observed thousands of kilometers away from their source.
While the field has had many advancements, there are still fundamental open
questions surrounding these two events such as: what is the production mechanism

1

of TGFs, are thunderstorms that produce TGFs unique, and what is the rate of
antimatter produced by TEBs? In this dissertation, I strive to answer some of these
questions. I developed a technique which constrains the electric field recharge rate
based on consecutive TGFs. Also, an intriguing phenomenon relating to radio signals
and multiple-pulsed TGFs was observed. Finally, a unique event that includes both
a TGF and TEB was compared to models to test for a consistent origin.
This dissertation is structured in the following chapters. Chapter 2 presents
the history of the research of TGFs and TEBs, proceeding from their discovery, to
progress on understanding their mechanisms, and new observations discoveries. In
Chapter 3, an overview of the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and radio
networks used in conjunction with gamma-ray events are described. Chapter 4 covers
work done on TGFs from the same thunderstorm system and is followed by my
published paper on consecutive TGFs in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses my upcoming
paper on multiple-pulsed TGFs and their associations with radio signals. Chapter 7
explains the criteria for TEBs in the first Fermi -GBM TGF Catalog (Roberts et al.,
2018) in detail and examines a unique event for which Fermi -GBM observed both
the TGF and TEB. Chapter 8 contains concluding remarks.

2

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes

Terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) are sub-millisecond bursts of gamma-ray radiation from Earth’s atmosphere. They are one of the most energetic events created
naturally in the atmosphere of the Earth. TGFs detected from space are associated
with positive intracloud (+IC) lightning, but gamma-ray detectors on the ground
have observed TGFs with origins from cloud-to-ground (CG) and rocket-triggered
lightning. In the following sections, I will cover their discovery followed by TGFs
characteristics.

2.1.1

Discovery

The Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) on board the Compton Gamma
Ray Observatory (CGRO) was launched on 5 April 1991 to observe gamma rays from
astrophysical sources, such as gamma-ray burst (GRBs). GRBs were discovered by
the Vela satellites designed to monitor compliance with the Partial Test Ban Treaty.
The goal was to search for countries that may break compliance by testing nuclear
weapons above the Earth’s atmosphere (Klebesadel et al., 1973). Ironically on 22

3

Figure 2.1: The first detection of a TGF, BATSE trigger 106. The pulse
shows a significant detection of gamma rays with a duration much shorter
than GRBs, which BATSE typically detects. This histogram was taken from
https://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/batse/tgf/, in which all TGFs from BATSE can
be viewed.

April 1991, BATSE observed a significant increase above background with a duration
of only 3 milliseconds (ms; shown in Figure 2.1) and with a localization consistent with
terrestrial origins. Within several years, BATSE detected an additional 11 events,
also with durations of a few ms, shorter than astrophysical GRBs, confirming a new
phenomenon, TGFs. (Fishman et al., 1994).
Active thunderstorms underneath the spacecraft for most of these detected
events led to the association of TGFs with thunderstorms (Fishman et al., 1994).
Inan et al. (1996) pioneered the confirmation of this relation by finding individual
radio atmospheric signals (sferics) associated with TGFs. Sferics are electromagnetic
impulses that are typically associated with a lightning discharge. Sferics are discussed
further in Section 2.1.5.
4

2.1.2

Duration

The TGFs observed during the BATSE era are different from a typical TGF. BATSE
was a triggering instrument consisting of eight 2000 cm2 Sodium Iodide (NaI) Large
Area Detectors (LADs). Each module also included a spectroscopy detector that is
a 7.6 cm thick and 12.7 cm diameter cylinder of NaI. BATSE would return hightime-resolution data when an onboard algorithm detected a sharp increase in count
rate above background. The smallest timescales BATSE could trigger on is 64 ms,
but triggers provide counts with 2 µs timing accuracy using the high-time-resolution
data (Fishman et al., 1988). Explained shortly, TGFs are typically sub-millisecond
events, but the large timescales of BATSE algorithm created a bias such that the
instrument only detected bright or TGFs with multiple pulses. Consequently, BATSE
observed several TGFs with ms durations.
During the BATSE era, TGFs were believed to have ms-long durations. Thirteen BATSE TGFs were analyzed for temporal and spectral characteristics (Nemiroff
et al., 1997). Figure 2.2 shows an example of the duration of a TGF. A starting and
stopping time for each TGF were assumed, illustrated by the red dashed lines in the
figure. Of the 13 TGFs, only four were found to have ≤1 ms in duration, but the
durations calculated are total duration including multiple peaks and the time between
each peak. Feng et al. (2002) found six of 15 TGFs detected from BATSE to have a
duration ≤ 1 ms, in agreement with Nemiroff et al. (1997).
While TGFs observed during the BATSE era were believed to have millisecond
duration, the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) ob-
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Figure 2.2: An example of how TGF duration was calculated using BATSE trigger 2185. Red dashed lines represent assumed starting and stopping points for
this TGF. The duration calculated for this TGF is ∼2 ms. As seen, the duration sometimes includes gaps between pulses. This histogram was taken from
https://gammaray.nsstc.nasa.gov/batse/tgf/, in which all TGFs from BATSE can
be viewed.

served the more abundant sub-millisecond TGFs (Grefenstette et al., 2009). RHESSI
scanned for TGFs using a 1 ms time window, which is more typical of the duration of
a TGF, and observed 820 TGFs between 2002 March and 2008 February. By stacking
all 820 TGFs, they find that the time histogram of most TGFs is contained within
250 µs, and almost all emissions are within 750 µs. This duration was a massive
change from the average detected TGF from BATSE, which had multiple pulses or
ms durations.
In Briggs et al. (2013), an in-depth analysis of duration was performed on
425 pulses from TGFs detected by Fermi -GBM. They calculated the t90 and t50 of
each pulse to get an accurate measure of total duration and peak duration. The t90
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is the interval length that 90% of the counts are accumulated with 5% of the counts
before and after the interval length. The t50 is an equivalent measurement, but the
interval length contains 50%. The t50 is a good measure of the peak start time and
duration. They found that the average duration of TGFs is 240 ± 25 µs, much smaller
than the originally 1+ ms durations of BATSE. The average peak duration, t50 , was
100 ± 10 µs.

2.1.3

Spectra

While BATSE had a bias toward strong events, this allowed for spectral analysis to
be performed on individual TGFs. This is mainly due to the large collection area of
the BATSE detectors that later instrumentations did not have.
Since the discovery of TGFs, they have been observed to be spectrally hard
(high) in energy. A simple hardness ratio test for the events in Fishman et al. (1994)
was about two times those measured for the average GRB. The pulses peaked earlier at higher energies similar to GRBs, with softer photons, below 100 keV, arriving
100 µs later (Feng et al., 2002). The combination of this and an observed minimum
timescale of variability around 25-250 µs ruled out models that assumed TGFs were
due to observations of a sweeping beam of photons (Nemiroff et al., 1997). If observations of TGFs were due to a sweeping beam of photons, the time profile and
spectrum is expected to be symmetric. This symmetry is expected because the detector would observe the outlying photons in the beam, followed by the peak, and
finally the outlying photons again. Combining this with the hardness of TGFs, the
first production altitude of TGFs were thought to be ≥30 km. This production al-
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titude would explain how the gamma-rays were not absorbed in the atmosphere and
linking TGFs to red sprites, a large-scale electric discharge that occurs high above
thunderstorm clouds (Nemiroff et al., 1997). Section 2.1.4 explores the history of the
production altitudes of TGFs.
Continued spectral analysis of TGFs from AGILE and RHESSI was only
made possible by using a stacking method due to the low count rate in their detectors. Grefenstette et al. (2009) combined all 820 TGFs observed in the first catalog of
TGFs from RHESSI to check if all TGFs possessed the same spectrum. After stacking the 820 TGFs, they performed a Monte Carlo bootstrap method. The bootstrap
method is a statistical method in which the original population is sampled with replacement to create a new population. This process is repeated a substantial number
of times with a mean calculated for each population. The distribution of the mean
answers if the populations are from the same process. If little variance occurs, then
the populations are most likely due to the same underlying process. The average
energy of RHESSI TGFs using this method was observed to be between 1 to 2 MeV.
However, the bootstrap method showed that individual TGFs have greater variability in mean energy than if they originated from the same underlying spectrum. This
result is not surprising since the photons could undergo several Compton scattering
before reaching the detectors. Since individual TGFs have different production altitude and distances to the source, a single event will experience different amounts of
scattering and be detected at different energies based on production altitude.
By stacking several TGFs into a single spectrum, several parameters of TGFs
spectra cannot be constrained. In 2016, Mailyan et al. (2016) performed spectra
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analysis of bright individual TGFs from Fermi -GBM. Their sample, consisting of
46 events, were compared to Runaway Relativistic Electron Avalanche (RREA) models with either a narrow or wide beam (models and beaming discussed in detail in Section 2.3) and four different altitudes. Several of their TGFs are best fit with only
narrow or wide beam geometries, which rules out some lightning leader models, as
they can only produce wide beam geometries (Mailyan et al., 2016).

2.1.4

History of TGF Production Altitude

The production altitude of TGFs is far deeper into the atmosphere than originally
thought. Additional measurements and spectral analysis continued to push the altitude lower into the atmosphere. The currently accepted production altitude is around
10 to 15 km, which is around cloud top altitude.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, during the BATSE era TGFs were thought to
be produced at very high altitudes of ≥30 km. This altitude was based on their hard
spectrum, which led to the belief that TGFs may be associated with red sprites (Nemiroff et al., 1997), although at the time red sprites and TGFs were not observed at
the same time. Red sprites were measured to have a duration of a few milliseconds
and reached altitudes of 90 km (Sentman et al., 1995). Blue jets reach heights of
around 50 km and had durations of a few tenths of a second (Wescott et al., 1995).
At both altitudes, gamma rays would not be absorbed by Earth’s atmosphere, so
were prime candidates for a simplified TGF production altitude.
Later based on a combination of BATSE and RHESSI TGFs, the production
altitude of TGFs was thought to be ≥25 km (Smith et al., 2005). This altitude
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was determined because the lowest energy photon from RHESSI observations, about
60 keV, had to escape the atmosphere, while photons with lower energy must be
absorbed. Smith et al. (2005) assumed that atmospheric attenuation from the photoelectric absorption cross-section would absorb the 60 keV photons if all photons were
produced below 25 km. However, they noted this is only if all photons are created at
the same altitude.
Stacking analysis of 289 TGFs from RHESSI and improved Monte Carlo models which accounted for all scattering effects, estimated the average altitude of TGF
production to be between 15 and 21 km (Dwyer and Smith, 2005). Using the same
289 TGFs but including TGF models from lightning leaders, led to an even lower
source altitude of 12 km (Xu et al., 2012). Furthermore, improved analysis of BATSE
spectrum taking into account dead time effects agreed with source altitudes between
15 and 20 km (Carlson et al., 2007; Østgaard et al., 2008; Gjesteland et al., 2010).
In agreement with these results, a detailed analysis of two TGFs done by Cummer et al. (2014) revealed source altitudes around 12 km. The waveform of the two
sferics associated with the TGFs (additional information on sferics is found in Section 3.2 and Chapter 4 to Chapter 6) were independently fit alongside the TGF with
Monte Carlo simulations. Since infrared satellite images show the cloud tops of thunderstorms to be between 13 and 13.5 km, the lower altitude from these last works at
cloud top altitude (Xu et al., 2012; Cummer et al., 2014; Mailyan et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.3: Azimuthal magnetic field strength (nT) from a magnetic field sensor
located at Duke University. The waveform shows several pulses in the azimuthal magnetic field representing sferics from a possible lightning discharge. By triangulation
with other sensors, these pulses are found to be 2600 km from the Duke University.

2.1.5

Association with Lightning

Lightning discharges produce sferics, which are electromagnetic impulses in several
radio frequency bands. Figure 2.3 shows several very low frequency (VLF) signals,
represented as pulses, seen by a magnetic field sensor located at Duke University.
These signals propagate well within the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, traveling up to
thousands of kilometers away. The sferics shown originate ∼2600 km from the detector. In this dissertation and several works regarding TGFs, the term +IC lightning
is used. In this work, +IC means an intracloud (IC) lightning that is propagated
upward within a thunderstorm cloud. This type of lightning is identified based on an
initial positive polarity in the amplitude of the magnetic or electric field waveform.
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The reported discovery of TGFs (Fishman et al., 1994) reported the presence of
thunderstorms during the detection of TGFs, but it wasn’t until Inan et al. (1996) that
a sferic was found to occur at the time of a TGF detection. In their work, two TGFs
were discovered with active lightning processes underneath BATSE, and in one case,
a clear VLF signal occurred within 1.5 ms of a TGF. These associations were the only
measurement in the literature until Cummer (2005) showed that 13 TGFs observed
with RHESSI occurred within -3/+1 ms of a sferic. This large association window
is due to RHESSI having time uncertainty of ∼1 ms. However, associations with IC
were further strengthened by the detection of five TGFs occurring a few ms before a
sferic waveform consistent with a +IC discharge (Stanley et al., 2006). Besides the
association of +IC sferics with space-observed TGFs, ground observations of TGFs
have associations with CG or rocket-triggered lightning (Dwyer et al., 2012b). This
multi-wavelength study creates a larger picture that could answer which production
model (Section 2.3) is responsible for the production of TGFs.
Fermi -GBM, having absolute timing accuracy of several µs, led to the possibility of correlating temporal characteristics of sferic waveforms with gamma-ray
data. TGFs from Fermi -GBM were found to have a near-simultaneous relationship
with sferics from WWLLN (Connaughton et al., 2010). Furthermore, two TGFs observed with Fermi -GBM were intensively analyzed with their radio measurements in
the 1-400 kHz band (Cummer et al., 2011). These two TGFs were found to occur
simultaneously with a slow-rise radio impulse that replicated the rise, peak, and fall
time of the gamma-ray production. The correlation with the slow process, instead of
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fast processes more similar to leader stepping, suggests that this signature is distinct
to the TGF process.

2.1.6

Mechanism: Relativistic Runaway Electron Avalanche

TGFs are highly-energetic photons created from relativistic electrons through the
bremsstrahlung process. As bremsstrahlung is due to a form of inelastic scattering,
the electron needs to have higher energy than the observed photons. The key mechanism behind the production of these electrons, RREA, is widely accepted within the
community.
In 1925 the first component of RREA was found to be plausible to occur in
thunderstorms, which is that energetic electrons can obtain large energies from static
electric fields (Wilson, 1925). When an electron gains more energy than it loses
through interactions, it is called a runaway electron. This process occurs above the
break-even field, Eb , dependent on the density of air relative to sea level, n.

Eb = 2.18 × 105

nV
m

(2.1)

Figure 2.4 demonstrates when this process may occur. It shows the energy
loss of an electron in air from the effective frictional force. The solid curve is due to
inelastic scattering of the electron on molecules in the air, and the dashed curve is the
energy loss of electrons through bremsstrahlung emission. The solid horizontal line is
the electric force from an electric field that is ∼23Eb . An electron will runaway if it
has initial kinetic energy ≥ εth . εth is the intersection of the solid horizontal line and
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Figure 2.4: The effective frictional force experienced by an electron in the air at
standard temperature and pressure versus kinetic energy. The solid curve represents
the effects due to inelastic scattering, while the dashed curve represents the effects
of bremsstrahlung emission. The horizontal line represents the electric force from
a 50 keV/cm electric field. The second intersection of this line (εth ) represents the
energy required for electrons to runaway. If the solid horizontal line was instead at
eEc , all electrons, including thermal, will run away. The line for eEb is the required
electric force needed for any electrons to runaway. Reprinted with permission from
[Dwyer et al. 2012].

the solid curved line or where energy gained is greater than energy loss. The peak of
the solid curved line is the critical field, Ec . If an electric field is above this peak, all
free electrons will run away in a mechanism called cold runaway (Gurevich, 1961).
In 1992, these runaway electrons were shown to avalanche when electronelectron elastic scattering, or Møller scattering, is considered. This avalanche results
in a numerous amount of runaway electrons (Gurevich et al., 1992). This avalanche of
runaway electrons is known as RREA. The avalanche threshold in which this occurs
is shown in Equation 2.1 (Dwyer, 2003). Thunderstorms were observed having maximum electric field strengths near Eth (Rakov and Uman, 2003). While the RREA
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process alone is not enough to produce TGFs (see Section 2.3), the bremsstrahlung
of these electrons is a crucial mechanism for TGF production.

2.2

Terrestrial Electron Beams

Terrestrial Electron Beams (TEBs) were initially modeled shortly after the discovery
of TGFs (Lehtinen et al., 1997, 2000, 2001). Since initially TGFs were thought to
be produced in the upper atmosphere, ∼30 km, their electrons would also escape
into space. The geomagnetic field would bind these electrons and and allow them to
escape the Earth’s atmosphere as a more concentrated beam than a TGF.

2.2.1

Discovery

The first observation of a TEB was discovered by re-examining in BATSE data (M. Smith
et al., 2006; Dwyer, 2008). Event 041701 was observed when BATSE was over the
Sahara Desert. With very little lightning activity, it was predicted that this event
could have occurred from electrons bound by Earth’s magnetic field originating from
the conjugate hemisphere. About 25 ms after the initial pulse, a secondary pulse was
observed. This secondary pulse is due to a mechanism called magnetic mirroring.
Charged particles travel along the magnetic field, and as they approach their conjugate point, the particles will either be absorbed into the atmosphere or reflected
(mirrored) if the magnetic field is strong enough. The reflected particles travel back
to their origins where they are likely to be absorbed. BATSE may have observed
several TEBs which were originally categorized as TGFs (Dwyer, 2008).
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Alongside having long durations and mirror pulses, TEBs have also been detected to have strong 511 keV positron annihilation lines (Briggs et al., 2011). Three
TEBs from Fermi -GBM were spectrally analyzed. Each of them had strong evidence
of a 511 keV line, providing tell-tale evidence of positron generation. These observations show TEBs as one of the few natural producers of antimatter originating from
the Earth.

2.2.2

Mechanism

A TEB is an additional manifestation thought to be produced when a TGF reaches the
upper atmosphere. Secondary electrons and positrons are created in the atmosphere
mostly by Compton scattering, pair production, and photoelectric absorption. If
these secondary particles are created at a high enough altitude, ≥30 km, they can
escape Earth’s atmosphere. The probability that a secondary particle will escape
Earth’s atmosphere is mainly limited by its gyroradius and the attenuation length
based on its altitude in the atmosphere. The gyroradius for a charged particle is the
radius of the particle’s circular motion in a uniform magnetic field. The gyroradius
can be solved by setting the Lorentz factor equal to centripetal force shown below:

| qv × B | =

r=

mv 2
r

mv sin θ
qB

(2.2)

(2.3)

where q is the charge of the particle, v is the velocity of the particle, B is the magnetic
field strength, r is the gyroradius, and θ is the angle between the particle velocity
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vector and the magnetic field (pitch angle). If the pitch angle is 0◦ , the particle is
moving in a “straight” line, while 90◦ equates to a purely circular motion. If the
gyroradius is much less than the particle’s attenuation length, the particle is more
likely to escape the atmosphere. Models find this to occur around 30 km.

2.2.3

Detection Rate

The detection rate of TEBs is much smaller than the rate of TGFs mostly due to
the detection window for TEBs. TGFs can be detected within 800 km of a subsatellite point or nadir, and models predict TEBs to be seen within 50 km of the
satellite’s magnetic field point (Dwyer, 2008). The larger offset for TGFs is due to
the photons spreading out as they increase in altitude, while charged particles are
bound to Earth’s magnetic field.
Simulations show that the majority of the electrons are bound to a 10 km
radius (Dwyer, 2008), but observations have shown TEBs with geolocations ≥30 km
from their spacecraft’s magnetic field footprint. Comparing the electron distribution
to the gamma-ray distribution, TEBs are expected to be observed at 2% of the rate of
TGFs due to their beaming. From Fermi ’s TGF catalog (Roberts et al., 2018), GBM
observed 20 reliably classified TEBs and 10 likely TEBs. The 30 TEBs suggests that
∼ 3% of triggered TGFs are TEBs. RHESSI and AGILE do not observe many TEBs
due to instrumental effects.
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2.3

Models

To produce TGFs, simulations show that a large number of relativistic electrons
are needed to undergo bremsstrahlung to create the fluence of photons observed at
spacecraft altitude. Based on observations, 1016 to 1018 relativistic electrons are
required to produce the photons in an observed TGF (Cummer et al., 2014). To
reach this number, a powerful electric field, up to 2.84 × 104 V/m, is required (Dwyer,
2003). To reach this observed fluence, models mainly differ based on the location and
size of this strong electric field. The following subsections will discuss three models
for producing TGFs.

2.3.1

Relativistic Feedback Discharge Model

The Relativistic Feedback Discharge (RFD) model was developed and improved upon
since 2003 (Dwyer, 2003, 2007; Dwyer et al., 2012b). This model includes an additional mechanism which incorporates positrons and photons to seed additional
RREAs. The photons produced during the initial RREA have a chance to either
Compton backscatter or pair-produce in the air. The backscattered photons can
propagate to the start of the avalanche region where the electric field still has a
high potential. The interaction of the backscattered photon with molecules in the
avalanche region will seed new relativistic electrons that form an additional avalanche.
Photons that pair-produce will create an electron and a positron. The electrons typically move forward, while the positrons turn around in the electric field. Since the
positrons propagate backwards in the electric field, they can return to the initial
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avalanche region, and similar to the backscattered photons, produce an additional
avalanche. This avalanche is achieved by the positron interacting with electrons by
elastic scattering, known as Bhabha scattering. These new avalanches can also create
additional avalanches, increasing the source relativistic electrons exponentially. This
self-sustaining method will continue to occur until the electric field discharges, or
drops below Eth . The discharge of the electric field occurs naturally as low-energy
electrons and ions build up during the RREA process, which accounts for the short
durations exhibited by TGFs.
For the RFD model to occur, a larger potential difference is required than
simple RREA, ranging from 200 to 400 MV. What electric potential is common inside
thunderstorms is not known, but Rakov and Uman (2003) report electric potentials
within thunderstorms that may reach this range.
Despite the electric field discharging after a TGF is produced, multiple-pulsed
(multi-pulse) TGFs can still be explained by this model (Dwyer and Smith, 2005;
Dwyer et al., 2012b). However, an even stronger potential difference is necessary
than for a single TGF. The additional pulses are created by a “relativistic feedback
streamer.” The additional low-energy electrons created during RFD reduce the electric
field below Eth due to their high conductivity, but the ions accumulate behind this
relativistic streamer. As the streamer propagates, the ions discharge the field behind
the streamer and consequently enhance the field in front of the streamer. If the field
is enhanced above Eth , an additional gamma-ray pulse is produced. Overlapping
and clearly separated pulses are due to the “streamer” not propagating continuously.
Instead, it steps like a stepped lightning leader.
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2.3.2

Lightning Leader or Streamer Models

Two models involve lightning leaders or streamers to produce TGFs. Both use the
high-potential electric field at leader tips or streamer heads to seed the initial relativistic electrons in the RREA process. Simulations of these electric fields reach
potentials close to Ec , where low-energy electrons (∼several eV) accelerate to ∼2 keV
via the cold runaway process (Gurevich, 1961; Moss et al., 2006). The two models
differ if the source electrons avalanche in a large-scale electric field or at the leader
tip.

2.3.2.1

Large-scale Electric Field

The thermal runaway electrons initially produced by the lightning leaders only have
energies up to ∼2 keV, so they cannot account for observed spectra at spacecraft
altitudes (Moss et al., 2006). However, these thermal electrons may continue to gain
energy around the streamer and leader tips up to 100 keV. Afterward, the source
electrons will exit the leader tips, but continue to gain energy in the streamer zone
up to several MeVs. This region is small, ∼10 m, so it only serves to accelerate
electrons, and it does not account for electron multiplication through RREA, which
is needed to obtain the 1016 to 1018 relativistic electrons required for observed TGFs.
However, the ambient electric field in a thunderstorm is high enough for these
highly-energetic electrons to avalanche with the RREA process. With the combination of the thermal electrons and a large-scale electric field, the fluence and energy
derived from this model can match observations.
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Additional constraints on lightning physics lead to the possibility that current
pulses along the lightning channel are responsible for observable TGFs (Carlson et al.,
2009). Several predictions arrive from the claim. One is that TGFs should be observed
simultaneously with radio emissions discussed in Section 2.1.5.
Figure 2.5 explores three possible beaming geometries for TGFs. The first
geometry is denoted as a narrow beam. It is an unaltered angular distribution of the
emitted photons in the RREA region. The tilted narrow beam rotates the unaltered
angular distribution by θtilt to simulate the effects of electric fields on the source relativistic electron. Finally, the third model manually broadens the angular distribution
to 45◦ . This artificial broadening in models represents a diverging or converging electric field at the source, but Carlson et al. (2009) also predicts that current pulses
along the lightning channel will produce only a wide-beam geometry.

2.3.2.2

Cold-Runaway Lightning Leader Model

Similar to the previous model, electrons gain energy up to 100 keV within the streamer
region. However, simulations (Celestin and Pasko, 2012b) continue to accelerate in the
leader tip fields up to a few tens of MeV. A high number of energetic electrons, 1017 ,
from RREA process may form within the leader tip without the need of additional
multiplication from a large-scale electric field. When the negative leaders begin to
branch, the RREA process stops because of branching resulting in a lower-potential
difference at each leader tip. The model is consistent with the TGF being produced
within the initial milliseconds of +IC flashes during the negative leader’s development
upward (Celestin and Pasko, 2012b).
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Figure 2.5: Three possible TGF beaming geometries based on their angular distribution. Typical RREA models naturally produce narrow beam geometries. However,
more complex electric fields can change either tilt or broaden angular distribution.
In most cases, models will rotate or broaden the angular distribution of the emitted
photons to imitate these complex fields.

2.3.3

Summary of Models

Three models for the production of TGFs accurately simulate observations. The
RFD model (Dwyer et al., 2012b) can produce multiple RREA by a single seed
electron within a large-scale electric field, such as the ambient electric field within
a thunderstorm cell. The other two models rely on the electric field in front of
the lightning leader tip to accelerate thermal electrons to relativistic energies. In
the large-scale lightning leader model (Moss et al., 2006), the relativistic electrons
created from the lightning leader tip will continue to gain energy from the ambient
large-scale electric field within a thunderstorm. Additionally, these source electrons
will undergo RREA producing the fluence and energy required for observations in
space. The small-scale or cold-runaway lightning leader model (Celestin and Pasko,
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2012b) shows that the relativistic electrons produced within the streamer region will
continue to accelerate and avalanche within the leader tip. This model does not
require the additional avalanche within the large-scale electric field.
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CHAPTER 3

INSTRUMENTATION

3.1

Spaceborne TGF Instruments

As discussed in Chapter 2, a gamma-ray instrument designed to detect astrophysical sources discovered TGFs. Until this year, all spaceborne instruments that have
detected TGFs were not designed TGF observations. One instrument, AtmosphereSpace Interactions Monitor (ASIM), launched this year (2018), is the first instrument
designed to observe TGFs and other transient luminous events (TLEs).

3.1.1

The Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor

Gamma-ray data used in this dissertation are from the Fermi -GBM, which has the
largest samples of TGFs, the largest samples of TEBs, and the largest sample of
TGFs with VLF associations (Roberts et al., 2018).
The instrument consists of 12 thallium-doped sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) detectors, and two bismuth germanate (BGO) detectors (Meegan et al., 2009). The
NaI(Tl) detectors are placed in four clusters of three around the spacecraft. This
placement provides a 4π field of view, while the BGO detectors are omnidirectional
on opposite sides of the spacecraft. While these positions were designed to maximize
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the field of view of the sky, Earth takes up ∼30% of the sky at any time. This allows
Fermi -GBM to view a portion of the Earth at all times. The effective energy ranges
of the detectors are 10-1000 keV and 200 keV - 40 MeV for the NaI(Tl) and BGO
detectors, respectively. The normal dead time for the detectors is 2.6 µs; however, the
dead time increases to 10.4 µs for either detector if a count is present in the overflow
channel. The overflow channels are ≥1 MeV and ≥40 MeV for the NaI(Tl) and BGO
detectors, respectively.
The continuous data stream consists of three types; however, the Time-Tagged
Event (TTE) data stream finds most of our TGFs. TTE reports individual counts
with 2.0 µs temporal resolution and 128 pseudo-logarithmic spaced energy channels.
Fermi -GBM currently has two types of TTE data stream: triggered and continuous.
The Triggered TTE data stream was available for all triggers since launch in 2008.

3.1.1.1

On-board Triggers

Bhat et al. (2016); von Kienlin et al. (2014); Meegan et al. (2009) provide more
information on triggers and trigger algorithms.
Fermi -GBM has 119 possible algorithms designed to detect mostly GRBs, but
also solar flares, soft gamma repeaters, TGFs and more. The timescales for each
algorithm range from 16 ms to 4 s. As of 2018 May 29, Fermi GBM has triggered on
860 TGFs using only seven of its algorithms. Over 85% of the TGFs were triggered
on algorithms 116-119, which were designed to detect TGFs. Those three algorithms
are the only ones that use the BGOs as the primary detectors for triggering. Table 3.1
shows the algorithm number, number of TGFs detected, and percent of total TGFs
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Table 3.1: Number of triggered TGFs detected based on Algorithm number

Algorithm

# of TGFs

% of triggered TGFs

14
68
17
205
114
78
364

2
8
2
24
13
9
42

1
43
50
116
117
118
119

detected. The majority of TEBs are detected using trigger algorithms opposed to the
offline TGF search. TEBs tend to have durations greater than 1 ms, which is more
likely to trigger Fermi -GBM on its 16 ms timescale. Additionally, the offline search
requires counts in both BGO detectors. Since TEBs can have a strong signal only
on one side of the spacecraft, the offline search may not find these events. Further
discussion on TEBs is in Chapter 7.

3.1.1.2

Time-Tagged Events

The TTE data stream is used to search for every TGF and TEB reported in Roberts
et al. (2018). TTE has had three major updates since launch. Initially, TTE was only
available for events triggered by Fermi -GBM. The yearly TGF rate for this period
was ∼45 TGFs/year. On 2010 July 16, enhanced TTE data collection was provided
based on polygonal geographic regions. In total, ten regions were used to provide
an increase in TTE data (Briggs et al., 2013). During this time, the yearly TGF
rate increased to 500 TGFs/year. On 2012 November 26, Fermi -GBM changed from
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enhanced TTE data collection to continuous data collection. This update provided
TTE data collection over the entire orbit of Fermi -GBM. This final improvement
increased the rate to ∼800 TGFs/year.

3.1.1.3

Offline TGF Search

An offline TGF search, detailed in Briggs et al. (2013); Roberts et al. (2018), finds the
majority of TGFs detected by GBM. I assisted in optimizing the search for removal of
cosmic ray showers based on how many detectors observed a count in their overflow
channel. Simply, if a candidate has a simultaneous count in channel 128 of most
detectors, they are removed as a most likely candidate for a cosmic ray. TGFs do not
exhibit this characteristic. The offline search uses a binning approach to find TGF
candidates within the TTE data stream. It includes 16 different bin widths from
25 µs to 16 ms and four phases to not miss any candidates regardless of duration or
start time with respect to binning (Briggs et al., 2013).
Afterward, six criteria must be met before a human examines candidates to
remove duplicates or false positives (Briggs et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2018). I
assisted in the creation of python tools for the human-in-the-loop portion of the TGF
offline search to select the most probable candidate out of several duplicates. These
tools combine duplicate candidates based on time separation of 0.5 ms and choose the
candidate with the smallest corrected, joint Poisson probability (Briggs et al., 2013).
The human-in-the-loop removes digital glitches and obvious cosmic rays. The final
candidates then must not be identified as a cosmic ray shower by the LAT calorimeter
data (Briggs et al., 2013).
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3.1.2

Other TGF Instruments

While this dissertation only uses Fermi -GBM, it is important to discuss other instruments that are advancing the field. I will also mention a future instrument,
Terrestrial RaYs Analysis and Detection (TRYAD), because I have done significant
work on simulating and modeling the detector material.

3.1.2.1

RHESSI

The Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) is a NASA
solar flare observatory that has also been able to observe TGFs. It launched in
5 February 2002 and observed its first TGF on 4 March 2002. RHESSI consists of
nine germanium detectors, divided into front and rear segments. The front section
faces the sun and is primarily used to observe solar activity, while the rear section
observes the entire sky in the energy range from 50 keV to 17 MeV. The rear section
is the main detectors to observe TGFs. The time resolution of individual counts is
∼1 µs, but time offsets are made to correct for the RHESSI clock (Smith et al., 2002;
Grefenstette et al., 2009).
Similar to GBM’s TTE, RHESSI continuously records every count detected
by their instrument, and an offline search scans the data for TGFs. There are two
offline searches, a stricter version that has fewer false positives (Grefenstette et al.,
2009) and a version capable of detecting weaker events, but requiring manual processing (Gjesteland et al., 2012).
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3.1.2.2

AGILE

The Astrorivelatore Gamma a Immagini Leggero (AGILE) satellite was designed to
observe GRBs and launched on 23 April 2007. The satellite contains several instruments to observe a large energy band. SuperAGILE (SA) (Feroci et al., 2007) is
a silicon-based x-ray detector designed to observe X-rays. Gamma rays with energy from 30 MeV to 30 GeV are detected by the Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector
(GRID). GRID consists of a tungsten-silicon tracker (ST) (Prest et al., 2003; Tavani,
M. et al., 2009) and a Mini-Calorimeter (MCAL) which consists of Cesium Iodide
activated scintillating bars activated with Thallium (CsI(Tl)). Additionally, a plastic
anti-coincidence (AC) shield surrounds this instrument (Perotti et al., 2006).
The MCAL is the primary instrument in detecting TGFs with an energy range
from 300 keV to 100 MeV and consists of 30 CsI(Tl) bars. It is a trigger-based
instrument using algorithms (Marisaldi, M. et al., 2008) with timescales from 293 µs
to 8 s. A photon count data stream is sent to the ground whenever the instrument
triggers.
The AC shield rejects any charged particle events, so AGILE was unable to
detect TEBs until March 2015 when the AC shield was deactivated. It also prevented the detection of shorter duration (≤100 µs) duration, but the deactivation has
improved their TGF rate by an order of magnitude (Marisaldi et al., 2015).
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3.1.2.3

ASIM

ASIM was installed on the International Space Station (ISS) in April 2018, and it will
be used to observe TLEs, TGFs, and TEBs. It has two main instruments for science:
an optical and an x-ray/gamma ray sensor. The Modular Multispectral Imaging Array
(MMIA) is the optical instrument designed to observe TLEs and lightning. It consists
of four cameras and photometers pointed forward at the limb and an additional two
cameras and photometers looking downward at the nadir. With an optical instrument
alongside a gamma-ray instrument, ASIM can simultaneously observe a TGF and an
associated optical emission. Only two events have been published that have a radio,
optical, and gamma-ray observation (Gjesteland et al., 2017).
The MXGS consists of two detectors, low energy and high energy. The low
energy detector consists of four detector units made up of 16 Cadmium Zinc Telluride
(CZT) crystals. It has an energy range from 10 keV to 400 keV. The high energy
detector consists of four detector units with three BGO crystals each. Their energy
range is 300 keV to 20 MeV (Reina et al., 2012).

3.1.2.4

TRYAD

The TRYAD instrument is a pair of 3U cube satellites that will fly in tandem to
observe TGFs together. TRYAD will use a plastic scintillator detector instead of
a 5% lead-doped plastic based on GEANT4 simulations and testing in the lab. I
performed the GEANT4 simulations to test the detection efficiency for several monoenergetic beams shown in Figure 3.1. The lead-doped plastic only performed better
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Figure 3.1: GEANT4 simulations of mono-energetic beams with a scintillator detector. Blue: Plastic scintillator detector. The sudden rise from 100 keV to 200 keV is
the detector having a better cross-section for Compton effects than the photoelectric
effects. Red: 5% lead-doped plastic detector. The lead doping allows for a larger
cross-section for the photoelectric effect.

at detecting photons within the energy range of the photoelectric effect (≤100 keV).
Above this energy range, both the lead-doped and regular plastic have an equal
chance of interacting with a photon by Compton effect. This dependence is stirred
by the cross section of the photoelectric effect and Compton effect. The photoelectric
effect cross section is heavily reliant on the atomic number, but the Compton process
interacts with individual electrons and does not depend on the atomic number, except
through density. Lab measurements showed an increase performance at 60 keV and
above.
The scientific mission of TRYAD is to distinguish the beaming geometries of
TGFs. Alongside a localization from radio lightning networks detailed in Section 3.2,
the paired instrument will be able to distinguish between a narrow or wide beam
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geometry. Figure 3.2 shows nadir offset vs counts based on GEANT4 TGF simulations
using a lead doped or regular plastic as the detector. TRYAD will consist of two cube
satellites that view different portions of a single TGF. With a varying count rate in
each satellite, the paired instrument can distinguish between a wide beam or narrow
beam geometry.
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Figure 3.2: Simulations of a wide beam and narrow beam TGF with a plastic
detector. Solid: A narrow beam TGF. Dashed: A wide beam TGF. The x-axis is the
offset from the spacecraft nadir in km. With two detectors at different offsets, one
can distinguish between wide and narrow beam based on the number of counts each
detector observes.

3.2

Lightning Radio Networks

Gamma-ray instruments using scintillating detectors as their primary instrument have
a wide-band field of view but typically localize to a large footprint. To mitigate
localization uncertainties, spaceborne instruments use a multi-messenger approach to
localize TGFs in other wavelengths, either optical or radio. Global radio networks
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have had great success in localizing TGFs to ≤20 km. In this section, I will cover
three networks used in this paper.

3.2.1

WWLLN

The World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) is a ground-based very
low frequency (VLF) network designed to locate lightning worldwide by detecting
signals from lightning discharge, sferics. As of 2013, WWLLN had 70 ground stations (Hutchins et al., 2013) used to detect 3-30 kHz VLF signals. WWLLN provides
estimates of time and location of lightning by measuring the signal time of group
arrival (TOGA) from at least 5 WWWLLN sensors (Dowden et al., 2002). These
stations can be separated by thousands of km because VLF waves propagate along
the ground and ionosphere as a waveguide (Price, 2008). WWLLN has a better overall detection rate of cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning than for intracloud (IC), but the
detection rates are similar for comparable peak currents. The detection efficiency of
WWLLN for strokes is bet with peak currents ≥30 kA (Virts et al., 2013).
The average localizing and temporal accuracy of WWLLN is ∼10 km and
¡30 µs (Hutchins et al., 2012). When comparing WWLLN to the Lightning Imaging
Sensor (LIS), a spaceborne optical instrument, and assuming LIS is 100% accurate,
the average errors are 11 km and 62 ms respectively. However, the localizing errors
have a large tail that extends differences in localizations to ≥25 km (Rudlosky and
Shea, 2013).
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3.2.2

ENTLN

The Earth Networks Total Lightning Network (ENTLN) is also a ground-based VLF
network designed to locate sferics. The ENTLN network has over 800 wide-band
electric field recorders that operate within a range of 1 Hz to 12 MHz (Hutchins et al.,
2013). Pulses in the electric field are located by the time of arrival to each recorder,
and related pulses are subsequently grouped into flashes. Previously, ENTLN required
a minimum of eight stations to detect and localize a stroke, but the criteria have
changed to five stations if the local noise level is low (Thompson et al., 2014).
ENTLN had a poor global detective efficiency relative to WWLLN before 2012,
but an increase in sensors globally has dramatically increased the relative detection
efficiency ≥50%. As well when comparing detections between WWLLN and ENTLN
within 10 µs, distances between their location has decreased from being ≤15 km in
2009 to ≤5 km in 2014 (Bui et al., 2015). When comparing ENTLN to LIS, the
average distance offset is 10.8±7.0 km from 2011-2013, and the time offsets range
from 25.0±165.1 ms (Rudlosky, 2015).

3.2.3

Other radio sensors

Additional work in this dissertation includes analysis from magnetic field waveform
data from VLF and LF magnetic sensor systems at Duke University (35.97 N, 79.1◦ W),
Mississippi (34.4◦ N, 89.5◦ W), Florida Institute of Technology (FIT) (28.1◦ N,
80.6◦ W), and New Mexico (35.8◦ N, 106.6◦ W). The Duke sensor continuously records
two orthogonal components of the horizontal magnetic field at a sampling frequency
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of 100 kHz (Cummer, 2005). If a TGF is within range of a VLF receiver (typically <4000 km) and the location of an associated sferic from WWLLN or ENTLN
is known, the full VLF magnetic waveform is analyzed. The waveform is adjusted
temporally for radio propagation assuming it travels at 0.998 the speed of light.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSECUTIVE TERRESTRIAL GAMMA-RAY FLASHES

Recent research has mostly focused on these common single pulsed events,
but several questions can be answered by analyzing multiple TGFs in “pairs”. One
question still open since the discovery of TGFs is can a storm produce multiple TGFs?
Populations studies of paired TGFs may answer this question.
In order to study if a storm can produce multiple TGFs, I search for TGFs that
are within 220 s of another TGF with associations with a sferic. A sferic association
allows us to geolocate both TGFs and determine if they originate from the same storm.
This search is detailed more in Chapter 5. Additional, two types of TGF pulse pairs
are identified below based on the gap in the distribution of time separations between
TGF pulses. The first set is determined to consist of multiple-pulsed TGF. However,
the second set has a time separation ≥ 1 s and are due to distinct TGFs produced
from a thunderstorm system. This latter set will be referred to as consecutive TGFs.
In this chapter, I explore recent papers on consecutive TGFs that answer
some questions. Like most fields though, every answer led to more questions. The
next chapter will discuss my published paper to the Journal of Geophysical Research:
Space Physics.
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4.1

RHESSI first TGF catalog: Grefenstette et al. (2009)

As stated previously, the scientific community wondered if a storm is capable of producing multiple TGFs. Grefenstette et al. (2009) proposed a solution to this question
in the first RHESSI catalog. This catalog included 820 TGFs, the largest sample
at that time, between March 2002 and February 2008. This large sample included
TGFs with vastly different characteristics than TGFs observed during the BATSE
era, which allowed improved population studies. To answer the questions regarding
storms producing consecutive TGFs, Grefenstette et al. (2009) calculated the time
between 591 TGFs that occurred before 1 January 2006, seeking evidence for enhancements that would indicate TGFs occur from the same storm. If this enhancement
is within ∼4 minutes, the time a satellite may be over a geographic region, or on
the following orbital pass, their interpretation is that enhancements would prove that
geographic regions could produce multiple TGFs. This is because lightning activity
from a storm continues longer than a single orbital pass. However, an orbital pass
is not simply the orbital period of the satellite, but the time it takes the satellite to
reach the same longitudinal position. This time needs to account for the satellite’s
period, orbital precession, and a correction for the rotation of the Earth.
A good approximation for the precession rate is:

ωp = −

RE 2
3
J2 ω cos i
2 (a(1 − e2 ))2
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(4.1)

where
J2 =

R3 ω 2
2E
− E E
3
3GME

(4.2)

In the first expression, RE is the radius of the Earth, a is the semi-major axis of
the satellite’s orbit, e is the eccentricity of the satellite’s orbit, ω is the angular
frequency of the satellite’s motion, J2 is the body’s second dynamic form factor (which
is 1.08 x 10−3 for the Earth), and i is its inclination. In the second expression, E is
the Earth’s oblateness, ωE is the Earth’s rotation rate, G is the gravitational constant,
and ME is the Earth’s mass. Using the above equations, RHESSI has a precession
rate of -1.2 x 10− 6 rad/s or 43 km after one orbital period. The correction for the
rotation of the Earth is

ωE
ω

· T where T is the orbital period of the satellite. For

RHESSI, the correction equals ∼6.2 minutes. Adding the precession, orbital period,
and correction for the rotation of the Earth gives the amount of time it takes for
RHESSI to reach the same longitude, which is ∼101 minutes.
Next, Grefenstette et al. (2009) check if there are any enhancements over a
homogeneous Poisson distribution used as a TGF rate model. This model is given
by:

P (T > t) = exp−λt

(4.3)

where P is the probability of a TGF occurs after time t, λ is the average waiting time
between TGFs (which in this study was one TGF per 3380 minutes). Two substantial
enhancements were seen above this model at ≤90 s and ∼100 minutes. Since lightning
activity commonly last over 100 minutes, they conclude that a geographic region, or
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thunderstorm system, can produce multiple TGFs. Further enhancements are not
seen in their figure due to the bin sizes being too large.

4.2

Detection of multiple TGFs from thunderstorm systems: Ursi et al.
(2016)

Ursi et al. (2016) search 1100 TGFs detected by AGILE to study thunderstorm systems that produce multiple TGFs. This work establishes the production of multiple
TGFs from a thunderstorm system on timescales of minutes to several hours. Due to
AGILE having a low inclination angle, the precession rate of AGILE is not necessary
to calculate a true orbital pass. This low inclination angle also allows AGILE to
observe the same thunderstorm system for a longer amount of time.
A total of 79 convective regions were found to produce multiple TGFs either
during a single orbital pass or several orbital passes. In three cases, a region was found
to produce a TGF after four orbits. A statistical study was performed to analyze if
a particular storm phase is favored in the production of TGFs. This study led to the
conclusion that TGFs are produced at any phase of a storm, consistent with findings
from Chronis et al. (2016). However, by creating a cumulative distribution of their
sample, events are shown to prefer the final phase of a thunderstorm’s development.
This could be due to the storm increasing in height and size which allows TGFs to
be more easily detected. These findings conflicted with previous studies which found
the peak of TGF production to be when the lightning rate is decreasing (Smith et al.,
2010).
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In a particular event, WWLLN is used to find the production of multiple TGFs
from the same thunderstorm. On 13 April 2016 at 12:06:36 UTC, an associated VLF
signal occurred within a TGF within a small convective region. At 17:09:54 UTC,
another VLF signal was found associated with a consecutive TGF after three orbital
passes. The convection region grew in size considerably by the time this consecutive
TGF was observed. Unfortunately, due to this, constraints on the large-scale electric
field cannot be constructed. I seek to constrain this result in my paper, found in the
following chapter.

4.3

My Paper: Consecutive TGFs and the Electric Field Recharge Rate

We have seen multiple TGFs originating from the same thunderstorm system, but
we look further to see if the same thunderstorm cell can produce consecutive TGFs.
If consecutive TGFs are produced from the same thunderstorm cell, we can find how
long it takes the large-scale electric field to create additional TGFs assuming a model
which uses such an electric field. The next chapter will cover Stanbro et al. (2018)
which studies consecutive TGFs from the same thunderstorm cell and their electric
field. We also see for the first time a gap between multiple-pulse and consecutive
TGFs discussed in Section 5.3.2. I contributed most of the analysis and text for
this paper, which has been published in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space
Physics.
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Key Points:
 A gap in time separation of TGF emissions distinguishes two differing origins.
 10 TGF pairs have origins consistent with the same thunderstorm cell.
 The minimum time separation between multiple TGFs from the same cell is

10 s.

5.1

abstract

The Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) has detected TGF pulses and TGF
pairs with separations from sub-ms to several minutes. Enhancements in the TGF
rate is re-observed on successive orbits. We report on the distribution of TGF pulse
separations observed with Fermi -GBM. Additionally, a detailed analysis is performed
on TGFs that have temporal associations within 3.5 ms with radio atmospheric signals (sferics) from the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) or the
Earth Networks Total Lightning Network (ENTLN). Sferics are typically associated
with lightning discharges, but the runaway electron avalanche (RREA) process may
produce radio emissions based on models. The time separations between TGFs show
a gap from 10 ms to 1 s that we interpret as showing differing origins for the separations below 10 ms and those above 1 s. Analysis of paired TGFs with time separation
≥1 s reveals 51 pairs with a sferic association with both members. The majority of
these pairs have members originating from separate cells in a thunderstorm system,
but 10 pairs have geolocations consistent with originating from the same cell. The
minimum time separation of pairs from the same cell is 10 s, with an average time
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separation of 56 s. This leads to implications on TGF generation models that use
large-scale electric fields as the source. This time separation would result in a constraint on the recharge time of the large-scale electric field before an additional TGF
can be produced.

5.2

Introduction

Terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) are sub-millisecond bursts of gamma-ray radiation associated with lightning. The Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE)
on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory first observed these events in the early
1990s and associated them with thunderstorms. Most TGFs were observed as single
pulses, but many TGFs had multiple pulses due to a bias in its triggering algorithm (Fishman et al., 1994; Smith et al., 2005). The algorithm on board BATSE
which detected TGFs was designed to trigger on astrophysical transients using a
64 ms timescale or longer data accumulations. This limited the detected TGFs to be
very intense, multiple-pulsed, or have a long duration (i.e. such as a TEB) in order
to trigger BATSE. Other instruments have contributed to TGF research such as , the
Reuven Ramaty High-Energy Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) (Smith et al., 2005;
Grefenstette et al., 2009), the Astro-Rivelatore Gamma a Immagini Leggero (AGILE) (Marisaldi et al., 2010b,a), and GBM on board the Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope (Briggs et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2018). Ground instruments, such as the
Airborne Detector for Energetic Lightning Emissions (ADELE) (Smith et al., 2011)
and the Thunderstorm Energetic Radiation Array (TERA) (Dwyer et al., 2012a), are
also capable of detecting TGFs, leading to advancements in the field such as the first
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direct detection of a neutron signature from a TGF (Bowers et al., 2017; Enoto et al.,
2017). While most TGFs are thought to originate alongside positive intra-cloud (IC)
lightning, ground observed TGFs may originate from other types of lightning (e.g.
cloud to ground (CG)) (Dwyer et al., 2012a).
A localization method for TGFs has been developed using lightning location
networks that detect radio atmospheric signals, or sferics (Connaughton et al., 2010;
Briggs et al., 2013). With only gamma-ray data, a TGF is localized within 800 km of
the sub-satellite nadir, but radio networks such as WWLLN, ENTLN, and the Global
Lightning Dataset (GLD360) use triangulation between at least four antennae to
locate the source of a sferic. A sferic is identified to be related to a TGF if it occurs in
time within 200 µs (simultaneous) or 3.5 ms (associated) of the observed gamma rays.
Sferics from WWLLN and ENTLN have an average localization of 11 km, but errors of
≥20 km have been observed (Abarca et al., 2010; Rudlosky and Shea, 2013; Rudlosky,
2015; Bui et al., 2015). Thus TGFs with an association are accurately localized to
∼20 km leading to studies in spectral analysis of individual TGFs (Mailyan et al.,
2016) and meteorological studies of TGF producing storms (Roberts et al., 2017;
Mezentsev et al., 2016; Chronis et al., 2016).
TGFs are also localized using their association with optical emission from
lightning. However, such associations are rare due to the infrequent simultaneous
coverage of a storm from both a gamma-ray and an optical satellite.
RHESSI has seen two gamma-ray events with a radio and optical associations
from WWLLN and the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) (Gjesteland et al., 2017). Missions using a geostationary orbit, such as the GOES-16’s Global Lightning Mapper
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(GLM), can increase the associations with optical emission. Space missions with both
gamma-ray and optical detectors will simultaneously observe TGFs in energy both
bands, e.g., TARANIS (Tool for the Analysis of RAdiations from lightNIngs and
Sprites) is expected to launch in 2019 (Blanc et al., 2007). The Atmosphere-Space
Interactions Monitor (ASIM) was launched this year to the International Space Station (ISS) to observe gamma rays from TGFs (Blanc et al., 2007). Since the LIS is
onboard, it is possible to observe TGFs with their optical counterpart.(Neubert et al.,
2006).
There is a broad consensus that the intense pulse of TGF gamma rays is
bremsstrahlung from a relativistic runaway electron avalanche (RREA) (Gurevich
et al., 1992; Dwyer, 2003), in which electrons are accelerated and multiplied into a
cascade by the strong electric field in the atmosphere. Details such as the precise
location of the high-potential electric field are still contested. Consequently, three
models have emerged. The lightning leader model assumes the particle acceleration
occurs at the tip of a lightning leader channel via the cold runaway process (Stanley
et al., 2006; Carlson et al., 2009; Celestin and Pasko, 2011), while the relativistic
feedback discharge (RFD) model assumes the acceleration occurs in a large-scale
electric field within a thunderstorm (Dwyer and Babich, 2011). The avalanches within
the large-scale electric field become self-sustaining until a critical point in which a
large quantity of low-energy electrons and ions discharges the field. The third model
has the production of seed electrons at the tip of a lightning leader, and the RREA
process occurs in a large-scale electric field (Moss et al., 2006; Dwyer, 2012). In Dwyer
and Cummer (2013), the RREA process creates enough low-energy electrons and ions
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to act as an electric current. This current produces radio emissions that are extremely
similar to lightning signals, and without care, can be misinterpreted as a lightning
signal.
All three models can produce multiple-pulse TGFs. In the RFD and largescale lightning leader models, a relativistic feedback streamer can be formed, gradually removing the negative charge generated by RFD. Removing the negative charge
will create a self-sustaining electric field, producing additional bursts of gamma rays
(Dwyer et al., 2012b; Liu and Dwyer, 2013). The lightning leader model predicts that
TGFs with multiple pulses are due to RREAs at different times during the leaders
progression upward through the cloud (Carlson et al., 2009). In both these cases,
multiple pulses from a single TGF can form with a pulse separationless than a few
100 ms.
Observations of multiple-pulsed TGFs have been reported from all spaceborne
instruments. In 2013 AGILE reported seven multiple-pulsed TGFs, of which one had
up to seven peaks within 10 ms. Additionally, analysis of 278 Fermi -GBM TGFs
showed that 19% had distinct multiple pulses, with another 11% showing evidence of
overlapping multiple pulses (Foley et al., 2014). Events with multiple pulses within a
fraction of a second can be assumed to originate from a single TGF source (Marisaldi
et al., 2014).
Multiple TGFs have also been observed from a thunderstorm system. Instruments in low-earth orbit can only detect TGFs from an individual storm for roughly
4 minutes, as the spacecraft passes over a storm. This is limited by its velocity
and the effective area of the detectors. However, satellites can continue to observe
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TGFs from a thunderstorm system based on their periodic orbit. TGFs from the same
thunderstorm system have been studied by AGILE and RHESSI in successive orbits.
RHESSI reports an enhancement of TGFs at 96 minutes, the orbital period of the
spacecraft. Enhancements at more than one orbit were not identified (Grefenstette
et al., 2009). Due to AGILE’s low inclination angle of 2.5°, it has observed additional
TGFs from the same thunderstorm system along several orbital passes (Ursi et al.,
2016). For most of their pairs, it is not reported if they are consistent from the same
thunderstorm cell.
This paper characterizes the TGFs observed byFermi -GBM in terms of thunderstorm cell origin, frequency, and storm properties, with a focus on TGFs detected
by Fermi-GBM within four minutes and are localized by a radio network. Section
2 describes the pair sampling and instrumentation of the study. This includes FermiGBM, magnetic field sensors from Duke, and radio networks (WWLLN and ENTLN).
The study results and discussion are presented in sections 3 and 4.

5.3

Instrument and Data

Fermi -GBM has the largest sample of TGFS with a sferic association. The spacecraft
instrument consists of 12 thallium-doped sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) detectors, and two
bismuth germanate (BGO) detectors (Meegan et al., 2009). The NaI(Tl) detectors
are placed in four clusters of three around the spacecraft to provide a 4π field of view,
while the BGO detectors are omni-directional on opposite sides of the spacecraft.
The effective energy ranges of the detectors are 10-1000 keV and 200 keV - 40 MeV
for the NaI(Tl) and BGO detectors respectively. We use the Time-Tagged Event
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(TTE) data stream, which reports individual counts with 2.0 µs temporal resolution
and 128 pseudo-logarithmic spaced energy channels. The normal deadtime is 2.6 µs;
however, the dead time increases to 10.4 µs for either detector if a count is present in
the overflow channel. The overflow channels are ¿1 MeV and ¿40 MeV for the NaI(Tl)
and BGO respectively. The instrument is most sensitive to TGFs within 400 km of
the spacecraft’s nadir; however, TGFs can be detected up to ∼800 km at reduced
sensitivity (Briggs et al., 2013).

5.3.1

Radio Data Correlations with TGFs

Two radio networks, WWLLN and ENTLN, and a radio receiver in Duke are used
in this paper to find sferics associated with a TGF. As of 2013, WWLLN has over
70 ground stations (Hutchins et al., 2013) used to detect 3-30 kHz very low frequency (VLF) signals. WWLLN requires fives sensors to perform time of group
arrival method for localization (Dowden et al., 2002). The efficiency for CG and IC
strokes are similar providing their peak currents are comparable (Lay et al., 2004;
Jacobson et al., 2006; Abarca et al., 2010). WWLLN only detects strokes with peak
currents ≥30 kA (Virts et al., 2013).
The ENTLN network has over 800 wideband electric field recorders that operate within a range of 1 Hz to 12 MHz (Hutchins et al., 2013). Pulses in the electric
field are located by time of arrival to each recorder and subsequently grouped into
flashes. ENTLN previously required a minimum of eight stations to determine the
localization of a stroke, but five stations are used if the local noise level is sufficiently
low (Thompson et al., 2014). By adding additional stations, the ENTLN global rel-
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ative detection efficiency increased dramatically in 2011 and 2012, reaching ≥50% in
most regions (Bui et al., 2015) and improving associations with TGFs globally.
A sferic from WWLLN or ENTLN networks is associated with a TGF if the
sferic is within 3.5 ms from a detection of gamma rays after correcting for light travel
time. A simultaneous association is a sferic within 200 µ s. A chance coincidence probability is calculated for each association and is considered high if p ≥ 0.01 (Roberts
et al., 2018; Briggs et al., 2013). Due to ENTLN having a high lightning stroke
rate (Bui et al., 2015), a high chance probability is often calculated with ENTLN
associations, and are thus considered a poor association. However, this probability
calculation does not account for temporal proximity of the sferic, so simultaneous
associations are more reliable than implied by the calculated value. Fermi -GBM has
over 30% of their TGFs associated with a sferic. The majority of these associations
are simultaneous. Table 5.1 lists TGFs with any association. If an association is poor,
the chance coincidence probability and number of strokes are included.
For each TGF, the WWLLN and ENTLN data are searched for corresponding
sferics. Both networks have comparable global localization accuracy (Rudlosky and
Shea, 2013; Rudlosky, 2015). If both networks observe the same sferic, the geolocation from ENTLN is chosen to remain consistent between pairs, since ENTLN has
an association with every TGF in our sample. However, if WWLLN detects a simultaneous event and ENTLN only has an association ≥200 µs, the geolocation from
WWLLN is used, except for Pair 10. The special case of Pair 10 is discussed in the
Results section.
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TGF ID

120705943
120705944
120724411a
120724411b
120724411a
120724412
130506347a
130506347b
130608438
130608439
130730276
130730277
130913030
130913031
141028731
141028732
141219218a
141219218b
150213367
150213368
150901523a
150901523b

#

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11

2012-07-05
2012-07-05
2012-07-24
2012-07-24
2012-07-24
2012-07-24
2013-05-06
2013-05-06
2013-06-08
2013-06-08
2013-07-30
2013-07-30
2013-09-13
2013-09-13
2014-10-28
2014-10-28
2014-12-19
2014-12-19
2015-02-13
2015-02-13
2015-09-01
2015-09-01

Network

22:37:32.364946 WWLLN
22:38:52.536674 ENTLN
09:51:23.177200 ENTLN
09:51:34.484300 ENTLN
09:51:23.177200 ENTLN
09:52:45.967754 ENTLN
08:20:01.704000 ENTLN
08:20:22.115482 ENTLN
10:31:07.598600 ENTLN
10:32:35.850338 ENTLN
06:37:38.639400 ENTLN
06:38:40.353490 ENTLN
00:43:01.845438 ENTLN
00:44:11.526600 ENTLN
17:32:15.652704 ENTLN
17:33:27.650900 ENTLN
05:13:30.196000 ENTLN
05:14:10.345884 ENTLN
08:48:29.044418 ENTLN
08:50:06.650800 ENTLN
12:32:40.415300 ENTLN
12:32:50.350200 ENTLN

UTC

VLF
Longitude
-76.88
-76.86
-109.55
-109.50
-109.55
-109.65
-69.28
-69.26
-88.33
-88.30
-95.14
-95.17
-5.06
-4.93
129.19
129.00
127.11
127.03
101.98
101.81
83.67
83.77

VLF
Latitude
+6.73
+6.70
+25.99
+25.81
+25.99
+26.10
+11.95
+11.86
+23.50
+23.51
+15.28
+15.17
+13.59
+13.59
+1.13
+0.93
-14.33
-14.35
-14.24
-14.10
+22.53
+22.37

Separation
Time (s)
80.17
”
11.31
”
82.79
”
20.41
”
88.25
”
61.71
”
69.68
”
72.00
”
40.15
”
97.61
”
9.93
”

Table 5.1: TGF and VLF information on Events
Separation
Strokes
Distance (km)
3.57
”
20.67
8134
”
8242
16.11
8134
”
8566
10.85
2045
”
2020
3.21
”
12.44
8562
”
8658
13.79
”
31.27
1151
”
8.72
17456
”
19119
23.69
”
20.53
”

0.047
0.110

0.013

0.042
0.047

0.041
0.039
0.041
0.045
0.014
0.012

Chance P

A radio magnetic sensor system located at Duke University (35.97 N latitude,
-79.1 E longitude) continuously records two orthogonal components of the horizontal
magnetic field at sampling frequency of 100 kHz (Cummer and Lyons, 2005). If a
TGF is within the range of the radio receiver (typically <4000 km) and a geolocation
from WWLLN or ENTLN is known, the full radio magnetic waveform is used to verify
the association in time with the TGF. /replacedWe have one such case, Pair 5.Four
pairs have data available from the sensors at Duke. Pair 5 is presented in this paper,
while the additional data can be found in Appendix A.

5.3.2

Data and Method

Our sample includes Fermi -GBM data between June 2011 and January 2016, which
includes 3281 TGFs. In this range, there are 1226 sferic associations that can be found
in the first Fermi -GBM TGF catalog (Roberts et al., 2018). We calculate the time
separation between two pulses of gamma rays within a time window of 0.5 ms to 220 s.
The maximum time separation is based upon the distance to which Fermi -GBM can
detect TGFs and orbital velocity of Fermi. The maximum distance from the nadir
at which Fermi -GBM detects TGFs is 800 km (Briggs et al., 2013): a location on
the orbital track will be viewed for ∼220 s, from where it is 800 km ahead, to when
it is 800 km behind Fermi. However, the detection efficiency to 800 km is low so
Fermi -GBM is unlikely to detect TGFs from the same location separated by 200 s.
The detection efficiency is optimal up to 400 km, so the sensitivity to TGFs from the
same storm, separated by ∼110 s, is relatively good.
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Figure 5.1 shows the number of pairs vs time separation between pairs. There
is a clear gap between 10 ms to 1 s, with only three pairs between 10 ms to 1s. We
interpret that this gap shows two reasons for the pulse separationsthe pulse separations: before a few 100 ms, the set is due to a single TGF with multiples of gamma
rays, and afterwards the set is due to gamma-ray pulses from individual TGFs.

# of pairs

10 2

10 1

10 0
10 -4

10 -3

10 -2

10 -1

10 0

Time between pulses (s)

10 1

10 2

Time between TGFs (s)

Figure 5.1: Left: Time separation between TGF pulses in 10 µs binning. Pairs
before the dashed line are interpreted as TGFs with multiple pulses. Right: Time
separation between TGFs pairs in 4 s binning. Pairs after the dashed line are interpreted as consecutive TGFs typically from the same thunderstorm system. Between
both dashed lines is a gap with only three TGF pairs. Pair in this gap can be from
either origin.

Within the gap are three pairs for which the classification can be either a
single TGF with multiple pulses or a pair of consecutive, distinct TGFs. The first
two pairs have a time separation under 300 ms, and thus are more consistent with
a single TGF with multiple pulses. The last pair has a time separation of 800 ms
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that is most consistent with being two consecutive TGFs. One TGF of this pair has
an ENTLN/WWLLN association, while the other member has no association, so this
pair is not further analyzed herein.
In this study, only pairs of consecutive TGFs in the time window from 1 to
220 s are considered, leaving multiple-pulsed TGFs to be addressed in a separate
paper. The excess of consecutive TGFs in this timescale could be from the same
storm or because there are numerous storms underneath the spacecraft. Assuming a
typical thunderstorm cell to have a size of 10 km and using the average, non-ellipsoidal
localization error of WWLLN and ENTLN, which is 11 ± 7 km (Rudlosky and Shea,
2013; Rudlosky, 2015; Heckman, 2013), paired TGFs with distance separations within
40 km provides an initial search for TGFs that may be consistent to originate from
the same cell.
Figure 5.2 (top) investigates TGF pairs, which includes non-consecutive pairs,
from multiple orbits by plotting time windows from 1 minute to 1 day (1440 minutes). Dashed vertical lines are orbital periods of Fermi correcting for precession
(∼0.2 minutes) and the rotation of the Earth (∼6.7 minutes). Similar to RHESSI, a
large enhancement of TGFs is observed when Fermi returns to the same longitude on
the Earth after 102 minutes. However, most subsequent passes show weaker enhancements, except for the last two. In contrast, AGILE can views large enhancements for
several orbital passes.
Besides these large enhancements, smaller peaks are seen in Figure 5.2 at
subsequent orbital passes and in between passes. The bottom panel of Figure 5.2 in-
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Figure 5.2: Time separation between TGF pairs in minutes. Top: All TGF pairs,
including non-consecutive pairs, within a day. Bottom: TGF pairs with the nadir of
Fermi within 1000 km of each other. Vertical dash lines represents each orbital pass
of Fermi. Each enhancement during an orbital pass are consecutive TGFs typically
from the same thunderstorm system, while enhancements in between dashed lines are
interpreted as TGFs originating from active thunderstorms in different geographic
regions.

cludes only TGF pairs that the nadirs of Fermi is within 1000 km of each other. This
confirms that Fermi can view the same thunderstorm system every orbit.
The smaller peaks between periods are not fluctuations, but are due to other
hotspot thunderstorm regions that Fermi passes over. These peaks do not fall in the
same place every orbit due to the initial TGF originating from different regions, as
well as seasonal and local solar time (LST) dependence (Roberts et al., 2018). Figure 5.3 is a stacked histogram of orbital periods three to eleven from Figure 5.2. This
selection only allows for the weaker enhancements that may be due to background
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Figure 5.3: Stacked analysis of Figure 5.2 over orbital periods three to eleven ,
corrected for precession and the rotation of the Earth (102 minutes). The origins of
the initial TGF of each pair is identified by their corresponding color. This shows
that peaks between each orbits are due to lightning hotspots (Americas, Asia, and
Africa) within Fermi ’s orbit.

fluctuations and excludes large enhancements previously discussed. The initial TGF in
this Figure is identified to be from one of three hotspot regions, Americas, Asia, or
Africa. The second member then originates from one of the other three regions. These
are identified based on which time separation peak they lie in. For example, if the
initial TGF originates in the Americas, the secondary TGF lies in Africa if the time
separation of the pair is between 20 and 35 minutes. The Asian peak, 45 minutes to
75 minutes, is much wider due to the tail being from the Oceanic region which is only
active half the year.
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There are 395 consecutive TGFs in the time window of 1 to 220 s. 51 of
these pairs have a sferic association for both TGFs. The majority of these pairs are
from separate thunderstorm cells, with a distance separation ≥40 km. Our sample
shrinks to 11 pairs when only including TGFs that are possibly from the same cell.
The distance between sferics is calculated using the World Geodetic System (WGS84)
coordinate system assuming sources at 12 km altitude.

5.4

Results

For the remaining analysis we only use TGFs between 1 s and 220 s, as using TGFs
separated by one or more orbits would require storm cell tracking. We find 51 TGF
pairs that have a sferic association from either the WWLLN or ENTLN. For 11 TGF
pairs, both TGFs have locations that are within uncertainties with originating from
the same thunderstorm cell. Figure 5.4 displays the time separation of all 51 pairs.
The 11 pairs that are within 40 km, listed in Table 5.1, are highlighted in red. The
only time window where there are more pairs from the same cell is between 60 to
80 s.
We present every pair consistent with the same thunderstorm cell in Table 5.1
including pair number, TGF ID, detection time (UTC), preferred radio network,
sferic’s longitude and latitude, time and distance separation between TGFs (s and
km). In the case of a poorly associated TGF, we also include the number of sferics
and the chance association probability. TGF IDs are given by YYMMDDxxx, where
Y, M, and D are the year, month, and day of detection, respectively. The ”xxx” refers
to the decimalized fraction of the day.
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Figure 5.4: Time separation between TGF pairs with sferic associations in seconds.
In red are the 11 TGF pairs that are from the same thunderstorm system listed in
Table 5.1. Bin sizes are 20 s.

Spacecraft location and lightcurve plots are also given for each pair in Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.14. The top panels in these figures display the spacecraft location
plot with geolocations of sferics from ENTLN shown in green. There are several
cells underneath the spacecraft as part of an overall thunderstorm system. Most
of the 51 consecutive pairs originate from separate cells in a thunderstorm system.
Geolocations of pairs are shown in shades of purple along with their corresponding
markers.
The bottom panels display the lightcurves of all members in a TGF pair. The
bin size is usually 20 µs except for weaker TGFs which have 80 µs bins. The distance
between the spacecraft and origin of the TGF should be considered before drawing
any conclusions on their relative strengths. The relative strength of each TGF can
be compared if the spacecraft has moved less than 100 km.
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Figure 5.5: Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.14 are all similar. Top: Plot of the Earth underneath the spacecraft ±5◦ (left) and ±1◦ (right) from center of associated signals. Geolocations of sferics from ENTLN ±10 mins of the first TGF are shown in green. The
associated TGF is marked with a square (first) and diamond (second) and shaded purple with darker shades occurring earlier. The location of Fermi -GBM at the time of a
TGF is marked as an ’X’ with a corresponding shade of purple. Bottom: Lightcurves
of each TGF ordered chronologically left to right. Pair 1 consists of 120705943 and
120705944.

5.4.1

Pair 1

Pair 1 is a typical occurrence in our sample, consisting of TGF 120705943 and TGF
120705944. The time separation between the TGFs is 80 s. WWLLN is used to
localize 120705943 due to having a simultaneous sferic, while ENTLN does not.
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Figure 5.6: Pair 2 and Pair 3 are the pairs that makes up three consecutive TGFs.
Top: An additional star marks the last consecutive TGF also in a lighter shade
of purple. Pair 2 consists of 120724411a/b and Pair 3 consists of 120724411a and
120724412.

Figure 5.5 shows the pair originating from an area with very few sferics compared to other cells in the region. The lightcurve plots show a much stronger initial
TGF, but the relative strengths are potentially misleading since Fermi was ≥300 km
closer to TGF 120705943 than it was to 120705944.

5.4.2

Pair 5

The two TGFs of Pair 5, 130506437a/b, are separated by the shortest distance between TGFs located by ENTLN or WWLLN (3.2 km). Neither TGF has a simultaneous association with ENTLN/WWLLN, but this pair is within the range of radio
sensors located at Duke. Figure 5.15 includes the radio waves observed from the
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Figure 5.7: Pair 4 consisting of TGF 130506347a/b.

sensors located at Duke. Assuming a production altitude of 12 km and correcting for
the propagation time to the gamma-ray and radio instruments, the radio and gamma
rays can be aligned. For both TGFs, several sferics are seen within the association
time, ±3.5 ms. However, the strongest radio pulse does not occur simultaneously with
the gamma rays. For TGF 130506437a, the gamma rays are during a short train of
radio pulses of equal amplitude. TGF 130506437b is more unusual, since the gamma
rays occur simultaneously with the middle of three fast pulses in sequence after the
occurrence of the largest pulse. However, this verifies that the TGFs are associated
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Figure 5.8: Pair 5 consisting of TGF 130608438 and 130608439.

with a radio pulse, despite not having a simultaneous association with ENTLN or
WWLLN, ±200 µs.

5.4.3

Pairs 2, 3 & 11

Pair 2 and Pair 3 consists of three consecutive TGFs, 120724411a/b and 120724412. Pair
3 is a typical event, but Pair 2 (TGF 120724411a/b) has the second shortest time
separation, 11 s, while Pair 11 (TGF 150901253a/b) has the shortest time separation,
10 s.
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Figure 5.9: Pair 6 consisting of TGF 130730276 and 130730277.

120724411b is the brightest of the three TGFs, despite being further away from
Fermi than 120724412. Pair 11, also, displays a more intense latter TGF. The TGF
strengths are comparable, since the distances from the nadir of Fermi are essentially
the same, ≤100 km.

5.4.4

Pairs 8 & 10

Pair 8 (141028731 and 141028732) is the only pair with its members having a distance
separation ¿30 km. Therefore, this pair is unlikely to originate from the same thun-
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Figure 5.10: Pair 7 consisting of TGF 130913030 and 130913031.

derstorm cell. These two TGFs most likely originate from different cells, as shown in
Figure 5.11. However, based on the localizations, the TGFs are within uncertainties
from originating from the the same cell. Regardless, this pair is not used in additional
interpretations in this paper.
Pair 10 consists of TGF 150213357 and 150213358. A geolocation from the
ENTLN network for TGF 150213358 is used in this study, despite the WWLLN
network detecting a simultaneous sferic. The geolocation for the WWLLN sferic,
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Figure 5.11: Pair 8 consisting of TGF 141028731 and 141028732.

which is marked as a red triangle in Figure 5.13, is well outside of all other detected
sferics (≥29 km), so it is implausible that this geolocation is accurate.

5.5

Discussion

As stated in Section 2, Figure 5.2 shows many enhancements of TGF pairs within a
day. The large enhancements at the start and end are interpreted as TGF pairs from
the same thunderstorm system. The lack of large enhancements between the start and
end of the day are due to lightning’s dependency on LST (Roberts et al., 2018) and
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Figure 5.12: Pair 9 consisting of TGF 141219218a/b

Fermi ’s orbital path no longer intersecting the storm due to precession and Earth’s
rotation. However, numerous weaker enhancements are seen at and between integer
multiples of orbits correcting for precession and Earth’s rotation (∼102 minutes). The
enhancements at integer multiples of orbits are interpreted as TGF pairs from the
same thunderstorm system, similar to the large enhancements. However, the peaks in
between orbital periods are due to active thunderstorm regions along Fermi ’s orbital
path, shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.13: Pair 10 consisting of TGF 150213367 and TGF 150213368. The
WWLLN geolocation for TGF 150213369 is marked as a red triangle. Despite the
WWLLN sferic being simultaneous with the TGF, its localization accuracy is questioned due to it being outside all other sferics.

Our dataset consists of 51 TGF pairs with VLF associations from both members, but only 11 pairs are within 40 km of each other. Therefore, over 80% of our
sampled TGFs are due to different cells from a thunderstorm system. The 11 pairs of
TGFs studied in detail originate from cells with varying sizes and lightning frequency.
Since this study uses TGFs originating from the same thunderstorm cell, we discuss a
physical process based on the time separation of TGFs from the same source region.
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Figure 5.14: Pair 11 consisting of TGF 150901523a/b.

Large-scale electric field models predict the field will discharge below a breakdown threshold of ∼300 keV/m when a TGF is created. If this was not the case, TGFs
would be much longer than observed because such models are self-sustaining (Dwyer
et al., 2012b). As the field is discharged, a recharge time can be constrained by
measuring the waiting period between consecutive TGFs originating from the same
cell. The thunderstorm cell can still be active between TGF production, so the
recharge time of the thunderstorm cell is constrained to be the waiting period between TGFs or shorter. Lightning may continue to occur within the same thunder67

Figure 5.15: Red: Radio azimuthal magnetic field from Duke for Pair 5. Magenta:
Gamma rays from Fermi -GBM. The start time of the TGF detected by Fermi is
identified by a dashed black line. Top: TGF 130608438. The TGF aligns with
a short train of radio pulses of equal amplitude. Bottom: TGF 130608439. The
TGF occurs simultaneous with the middle of three fast pulses despite not having a
simultaneous association with either ENTLN or WWLLN.

storm cell after the initial TGF. This lightning relieves some electrical stress from
the electric field. In addition, radio networks do not detect IC lightning as well as
CG (Virts et al., 2013), and so not every strike is detected. Therefore, the recharge
time calculated here is only a constraint to the actual rate which may be shorter.
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For small-scale electric field models, the energy of emitted runaway electrons
is related to the electric potential distribution within the streamer head and lightning
leader tip (Moss et al., 2006; Celestin and Pasko, 2012b). The electric field strength
within these zones are directly related to the electric field strength in the cloud (Rakov
and Uman, 2003). While the TGF itself may not decrease the large-scale electric
field, the lightning, which created the TGF, will discharge the large-scale electric
field. Since the small-scale electric field is dependent on the large-scale electric field,
a recharge time may be required before another +IC lightning that is capable of
producing a TGF can form. Therefore, the calculated constraint on recharge time
calculated below applies for all TGF productions models discussed in this paper.
Due to Pair 8 members most likely originating from separate cells, 10 TGF
pairs detailed in this paper are used to constrain the minimum recharge time required
for the large-scale electric field to produce consecutive TGFs. The typical time separation between our pairs, such as Pair 1, is between 60 and 80 s. This corresponds
to a typical recharge time of roughly a minute assuming a large-scale electric field.
However, we have two pairs (2 and 11) with a time separation of only 10 s,
setting the upper limit for the minimum recharge time. A possible explanation for
a short time separation between consecutive TGFs is due to a partial depletion of
the electric field by the initial TGF. Pairs 2 and 11 both have the initial TGF being
much weaker than the subsequent TGF (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.13), which supports
this interpretation. This is further supported by Pair 3. Pair 3 consists of a third
consecutive TGF from the same cell, but this last TGF required a recharge or waiting
time of 80 s after the strongest, secondary TGF (120724411b). This 80 s recharge
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time is within the typical range of our pairs. The strength of the TGF may relate to
the strength of the discharge, and thus the recharge time to the next TGF.
Another explanation for this short recharge time (∼10 s) is no additional
lightning occurred within the cell to relieve the electrical stress from the field. While
this seems unlikely for Pair 2 which had numerous sferics (42) between both TGFs, no
additional sferics were detected by either networks between 150901523a/b (Pair 11).
For this pair, the lack of additional lightning could allow the field to recover quicker
to produce an additional TGF. However, lightning could have still occurred without
being detected. As explained previously, this undetected lightning could increase the
recharge time, so the ∼10 s recharge time is still an upper limit for the minimum
recharge time.

5.6

Conclusion

In this paper, we filtered the Fermi -GBM TGFs from June 2011 to January 2016 for
consecutive TGFs that originate from the same thunderstorm cell. A gap was found
in the distribution of time separations of TGF emissions, which is interpreted as
evidence for different origins for the separations below and above the gap. TGF pairs
with a time separation ≤10 ms are due to multiple pulses from a single TGF event,
while pairs with separations ≥ ∼ 1 s, are due to consecutive TGFs that are commonly
from the same thunderstorm system, and in some cases from the same thunderstorm
cell. We look for associated sferics of TGFs using WWLLN or ENTLN. We find
51 TGF pairs with 40 pairs originating from different cells. We present detailed
analysis of 11 pairs, with 10 pairs consistent to be from the same thunderstorm
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cell. We found the shortest delay between TGFs to be 10 sand the average delay
to be 56 s. Assuming large-scale electric field models, this time separation results in
a constraint on the recharge time for an electric field to reach RREA threshold after
discharging. The quick recharge time of 10 s could be due to only a partial discharge
of the electric field from the initial TGF. This is supported by pairs 2, 3 and 11 which
have a weaker, initial TGF.
With 20% of our sample from the same storm, we can expect more pairs in
the future as more TGFs are detected with radio or optical networks. If every TGF
in our total sample had an association, 90 pairs could possibly be from the same
cell. With improving detection efficiency and localizing accuracy from radio networks,
more associations with TGFs will allow for more population characterization in future
studies. As well, future optical space missions will improve associations of TGFs with
their optical counterpart. We look forward to optical associations with GLM, and
studies from ASIM which recently launched to the ISS which also hosts LIS.
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5.7

Supporting Information for ”A Study of Consecutive Terrestrial Gammaray Flashes using the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor”

In this supplementary material we present additional radio azimuthal magnetic field
plots from Duke for additional pairs as shown in the paper. The gamma-ray and
radio data were corrected for light travel time assuming as 12 km source altitude, and
the longitude and latitudes given in the paper.
Only three additional pairs are within range of the sensors located at Duke.
Each of these pairs are further from the magnetic field sensors than Pair 5 reported
in the paper. Consequently, extra care should be taken when identifying radio characteristics.
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Figure 5.16: Figure 5.16 to Figure 5.18 are all similar. Red: VLF radio azimuthal
magnetic field from Duke. Magenta: Gamma rays from Fermi -GBM. The start time
of the TGF detected by Fermi is identified by a dashed black line. Both set of data
are corrected for travel time. Top: TGF 120705943 = Bottom: TGF 120705944.
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Figure 5.17: Azimuthal magnetic field data for Pair 4 consisting of TGF 130506347a
(Top) and TGF 130506347b (Bottom).
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Figure 5.18: Azimuthal magnetic field data for Pair 6 consisting of TGF
130730276 (Top) and TGF 130730377 (Bottom).
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CHAPTER 6

MULTIPLE-PULSED TERRESTRIAL GAMMA-RAY FLASHES

TGFs that exhibit multiple pulses were seen since the discovery of TGFs in
1994. A matter of fact, numerous TGFs exhibited multiple pulses in BATSE. It
wasn’t until later instruments, such as RHESSI, detected TGFs that the population
of TGFs consisted mostly of single-peaked, sub-millisecond events. Recent research
has focused chiefly on these common single pulsed events, but several questions can be
answered by analyzing multiple-pulsed TGFs. One is the relationship between VLF
signals and the pulses of TGFs. This chapter is devoted to discussing multiple-pulsed
TGFs, or the first set of TGF pairs seen in my published paper (Chapter 5).

6.1

Radio emissions from RHESSI multi-pulsed TGFs: Mezentsev et al.
(2016)

Moving away from consecutive TGFs, the large sample of TGFs detected by RHESSI
allowed for a detailed analysis on multiple-pulsed TGFs. However, RHESSI has had
difficulties with associating TGFs with sferics due to a systematic offset on their
clock. This offset was first reported to be ∼1.8 ms, with an uncertainty of 1 or
2 ms (Grefenstette et al., 2009). This uncertainty does not allow for simultaneous
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detection of VLF signals with TGFs. Additionally, RHESSI also has a regular clock
drift. However, this clock drift does not pose too much difficulty, as log files regularly
update it. To account for the problematic systematic clock offset, Mezentsev et al.
(2016) searches for WWLLN matches within a ±5 ms time window from a TGF. The
time difference between the TGF peak time and WWLLN source time are calculated
and plotted. A mean time offset value is seen on three time periods, all starting
after an update of RHESSI procedures were implemented that affected the clock of
RHESSI. Each time period is fit with a Gaussian function providing a mean systematic
offset of the RHESSI clock for each time period with an uncertainty ≤100 µs.
After the calculation of the clock offset, RHESSI multiple-pulsed TGFs were
scanned for a WWLLN association with any peak. A multiple-pulsed TGF in their
sample includes overlapping pulses (≤0.5 ms time separation between pulses) or
clearly distinct pulses between the dates of June 2002 and May 2015. 16 events
were found with a simultaneous association, or | tT GF − tsf eric |≤ 200 µs, with exactly
half of their sample coming from simultaneous associations from either clearly distinct
pulses or overlapping pulses.
Interestingly, all 16 events had a sferic simultaneous with only the last pulse of
the TGF. They offer three cases that could explain this phenomenon. The first case
is that WWLLN is more likely to detect the last sferic in a sequence of closely spaced
peaks due to their search algorithm. However, the probability of this occurring is
very unlikely. Therefore, this case is not considered, and they conclude the other two
cases are more likely to explain their sample.
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The second and most likely case is that VLF radio signals are due to the
electrons from TGF generation too weak to observe on the ground or their emission
bandwidths lay in a higher frequency range that lightning networks can detect. Instead, the VLF signal that is associated with the TGF is due to the +IC development.
In this explanation, the signal detected by the radio network is from the connection
of the upward negative leader and downward positive leader. The region before the
connection of both leaders would also have the strongest electric field during the
+IC leader development, and therefore the most favorable condition for a TGF to be
generated using the lightning leader model (Celestin and Pasko, 2012a,b). To state
again, multiple pulses of a TGF are produced during the stepping of the +IC leader,
and right before the connection of the negative and positive leaders, the final pulse
of a TGF is produced. After the connection of these leaders, a current wave runs
through the whole length of the lightning channel and produces the strongest VLF
signal. This signal is favorable to be detected by the lightning networks.
The third case involves the azimuthal asymmetry of the radio emission beaming. During +IC leader progression, the leader steps may move in a non-vertical
manner. The TGF produced during this tilt would still be observable by a spacecraft
but would have a poor detectability from ground radio instruments due to the tilt of
the electric field being oriented in a non-desirable orientation. The subsequent pulse
from the TGF would then be produced when the +IC leader is traveling vertically.
This vertical alignment gives the best viewing angle for the radio sferic while having
the pulses of gamma rays still being observable by a spacecraft. However, there is
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no reason that the last TGF pulse must be produced from a vertically traveling +IC
leader.

6.2

TGF-VLF relationship

While it is not known if a TGF is produced before, during, or after +IC lightning, the
sferics associated with TGFs were typically thought to originate from the lightning
itself. Observations show that TGFs have associations with strong VLF signals,
despite their source originating from +IC lightning (Connaughton et al., 2013). A
model presented in Dwyer and Cummer (2013) show that these strong signals may
originate from the RREA process instead of the lightning (Dwyer et al., 2017).
In Cummer et al. (2011), two TGFs observed by Fermi -GBM are geolocated
using NLDN at a distance ≤ 500 km from low frequency (LF) sensors located at FIT.
Due to the TGF’s proximity to these sensors, both the gamma rays and radio waves
are analyzed to find a relationship in the lightning-TGF process. This analysis was
done by fitting time-binned gamma rays with Gaussian or log-normal functions and
comparing them to the twice-integrated LF data. Their study finds that a slower
pulse in the LF data follows very closely with the timing and shape of the binned
gamma ray fitted lightcurves. They conclude that it is unknown if the lightning
process creates the runaway electrons for the TGF and LF signal or if the signal is
directly related to the production of gamma rays. Regardless, the LF signal does
share a temporal relationship that is linked to the generation of TGFs.
Dwyer and Cummer (2013) presented a theory of how low-energy electrons
and ions created during the RREA process can produce the LF-VLF signals observed
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in association with TGFs. The LF-VLF signals are created when the runaway electrons cascade in the RREA process and ionize a larger population of low-energy free
electrons and ions (Dwyer et al., 2017). These low-energy particles will move within
the electric field acting as a current moment defined by:

Z
Imom =

Z

t

{enre ρvre ατa µe E + e

{nre ρvre α(µ+ + µ− )E}dt0 }d3~x

(6.1)

−∞

Here, Imom is the current moment, e is the magnitude of the charge of the
electron, nre is the number density of runaway electrons in the source region, ρ is the
mass density of air as a function of altitude, vre is the average speed of the runaway
electrons in the RREA along the local electric field or ∼0.89c, α is the ionization
rate of runaway electrons in a RREA per g/cm2 of path length in the electric field
found to be 6.42 x 104 cm2 /g (Dwyer and Babich, 2011), τa is the two and three-body
attachment time of the low-energy electrons, µe , µ+ , and µ− are the mobilities of the
low-energy electrons, positive, and negative ions (Dwyer et al., 2017). As can be seen
in the equation Imom is heavily influenced by the relativistic electrons at the source,
which the gamma-ray production rate is also dependent on. The correlation of these
rates is discussed in more detail in Dwyer and Cummer (2013); Dwyer et al. (2017).

6.3

Paper-in-progress: Multiple-pulse TGFs from Fermi -GBM

In this section, I will describe my work on a paper in progress. In this work, I
searched for multiple-pulsed TGFs in Fermi -GBM, including those below the thresh-
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old presented in their published catalog (Roberts et al., 2018). These TGFs are then
compared with radio data from WWLLN or ENTLN to find associations with sferics.
For six events with associations from either lightning location networks, azimuthal
magnetic field data provided by Dr. Steven Cummer is used to analyze the temporal
structure of these events further. This in-depth analysis follows in line with previous
studies which seek additional information in the TGF-lightning phenomenon.

6.3.1

Data and Method

Fermi -GBM observes numerous multiple-pulse TGFs (Foley et al., 2014). However,
many of these TGFs are “hidden” within the Fermi -GBM catalog as TGFs with a
long duration. The multiple-pulsed TGFs are hidden due to the offline TGF pipeline
having a selection criterion for the most probable TGF candidate within several time
intervals between 25 µs to 16 ms (Briggs et al., 2013). If the combination of multiple pulses in a time interval has a higher probability than their individual pulses,
only the combined pulses are reported as a TGF. Since a high gamma-ray count will
give a higher Poisson probability in the designated time windows, the TGF catalog
from Fermi -GBM (Roberts et al., 2018) does not distinguish multiple pulses as distinct TGFs. As discussed in my published paper (Stanbro et al., 2018) in Section 4.3,
this is accurate to do as multiple pulses with time separation less than a few hundred
ms are produced from the same mechanism.
However, this creates difficulty when seeking to study multiple-pulsed TGFs.
In this regard, I developed an independent search on every candidate found in the
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TTE data of Fermi -GBM between 2008 and 2015 December. The search works in
the several steps listed below:
1. Create a list of events, known henceforth as pairs, from the initial TGF candidates from Briggs et al. (2013) if they have time separations between 0.5 ms
and 1 s.
2. Remove pairs if pulsei is completely contained within pulsej
3. A manual search that removes glitches, cosmic events, or single-pulsed TGFs,
using the same methods listed in Briggs et al. (2013); Roberts et al. (2018)
The manual search also provides an estimated start time and duration for each
TGF. This pipeline finds 109 multiple-pulse TGFs. After the search, each pulse of
a TGF is searched for a sferic association from either WWLLN or ENTLN (Briggs
et al., 2013; Roberts et al., 2018). As discussed previously, an event is associated
with a sferic if their time separation is within 200 µs for simultaneous associations or
within 3.5 ms for standard associations. The standard associations are problematic
as two pulses from a single TGF may be associated with the same sferic if the pulses
are within 3.5 ms from each other. Consequently, sferics are only considered to be
associated with the closest TGF pulse. In total, 32 associations are found with pulses
from TGFs.
Six of the multiple-pulse TGFs have azimuthal magnetic waveform data available from Dr. Stephen Cummer. The data provided is outlined in Section 3.2.3. This
magnetic field and gamma rays are plotted together and then studied for temporal
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characteristics. This is performed by fitting the gamma-ray data using the log-normal
functions defined by the following equation:

f (t) = A √

exp−Q
2 πσ(t − tstart )

(6.2)

where
Q=(

log(t − tstart ) 2
) /(2 σ 2 )
T50

(6.3)

and tstart is the shift of the fit from zero, T50 is the median (sometimes called a time
scale parameter), and σ is the shape parameter. Additionally, a rise time is calculated
based on the time it takes to reach to its maximum value. Similarly, the fall time is
the time it takes to reach the background from its maximum value. The full-width
half-max (FWHM) of the fits are used to estimate the pulse durations. Furthermore,
tpeak is calculated using the following equation:

tpeak = tstart + explog(T50 )−σ

2

(6.4)

The values for each fit are found in Table 6.1.

6.3.2

Results

Out of 109 multiple-pulse TGFs, only 29 have associations with any of their pulses.
They are broken into categories based on which of the chronological pulse has an
association: first pulse, last pulse, or both pulses. With 22 of 29 events only have an
association with the last pulse of the TGF, this category represents the majority of
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Table 6.1: Log-normal Fits of Multiple-pulse TGF
TGF ID

UTC

Peak Time
(µs)

Rise time
(µs)

Fall time
(µs)

FWHM
(µs)

-1295 ± 45
-230 ± 12

40 ± 10
17 ± 4

167 ± 29
113 ± 14

118 ±16
65 ± 7

130616463a 2013-06-16 11:06:32.886242 189 ± 243
130616463b 2013-06-16 11:06:32.887137 1104 ± 609
130616463c 2013-06-16 11:06:32.887427 1364 ± 346

60 ± 10
91 ± 20
34 ± 5

103 ± 19
131 ± 19
43 ± 6

110 ± 11
152 ± 28
53 ± 7

130725450a 2013-07-25 10:47:39.452303
130725450b 2013-07-25 10:47:39.452674

258 ± 248
596 ± 29

69 ± 27
25 ± 6

144 ± 33
108 ± 16

140 ± 41
75 ± 11

131030236a 2013-10-30 05:40:01.037608
131030236b 2013-10-30 05:40:01.038874

16 ± 24
1288 ± 29

14 ± 5
18 ± 5

64 ± 14
68 ± 19

44 ± 9
50 ± 7

140725422a 2014-07-25 10:07:55.558546
140725422b 2014-07-25 10:07:55.558699
140725422c 2014-07-25 10:07:55.558901

89 ± 75
225 ± 393
420 ± 55

53 ± 17
88 ± 17
25 ± 8

265 ± 95 172 ± 27
105 ± 20 134 ± 22
55 ± 15 52 ± 13

140810453a 2014-08-10 10:52:33.071379
140810453b 2014-08-10 10:52:33.073562

41 ± 62
2232 ± 14

35 ± 5
26 ± 4

87 ± 19
141 ± 16

110928568a 2011-09-28 13:37:26.433134
110928568b 2011-09-28 13:37:26.434247

78 ± 7
88 ± 8

associated multiple-pulse TGFs. Our findings are similar to Mezentsev et al. (2016),
where only the last pulse from RHESSI multiple-pulse TGFs have an association.
However, four of the multiple-pulsed TGFs in this study have an association from
ENTLN or WWLLN with the first pulse, and three TGFs have an association with
both pulses. Table 6.2 lists the TGF ID, time (UTC), duration estimate (µs), radio
network, location, and if there was an association for each pulse. Despite each pulse
originating from the same TGF, a letter suffix is added to their TGF ID for easier
identification in this study.
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As stated in the previous section, six of the TGFs have VLF-LF waveform data
from more than one magnetic detector. For these six events, the FWHM represents
their duration, instead of the values found in Table 6.2. One TGF with only an
association with the first pulse from ENTLN is discovered to have an additional
sferic associated with the last pulse when analyzing the waveform data. Due to this,
no multiple-pulse TGF has an association with only the first pulse within view of
these magnetic detectors. Just these six TGFs are discussed in the next two sections.
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2008-11-13 07:44:04.236811

2008-11-13 07:44:04.238128

2010-11-24 15:51:28.239500

2010-11-24 15:51:28.240508

2010-12-08 05:36:59.784417

2010-12-08 05:36:59.784995

2011-01-12 09:58:24.988785

2011-01-12 09:58:24.989204

2011-07-22 04:06:41.734405

2011-07-22 04:06:41.734964

081113322b

101124661a

101124661b

101208234a

101208234b

110112416a

110112416a

110722171a

110722171b

UTC

081113322a

TGF ID

200

312

165

173

128

301

105

161

175

175

Estimate (µs)

Duration

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

Radio Network

281.929

N/A

29.0984

N/A

130.170

N/A

173.150

N/A

9.01

N/A

LON

Sferic

Table 6.2: Radio Associations of Multiple-pulse TGF

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Category

Sferic

Continued on next page

+20.369

N/A

-17.0704

N/A

-11.228

N/A

+23.241

N/A

+0.904

N/A

LAT

Sferic
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2012-01-24 07:41:18.088124

2012-01-24 07:41:18.375408

2012-08-23 22:37:16.836526

2012-08-23 22:37:16.837964

2012-09-08 04:11:14.043247

2012-09-08 04:11:14.043762

120124320b

120823943a

120823943b

120908174a

120908174b

2011-10-19 06:07:51.287837

111019255b

120124320a

2011-10-19 06:07:51.287121

111019255a

2011-10-19 06:07:51.288484

2011-09-28 13:37:26.434247

110928568b

111019255c

2011-09-28 13:37:26.433134

UTC

110928568a

TGF ID

Table 6.2 – Continued from previous page

171

373

195

208

371

255

715

419

419

129

234

Estimate (µs)

Duration

ENTLN

N/A

N/A

ENTLN

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

N/A

N/A

ENTLN

Radio Network

277.210

N/A

N/A

130.170

127.067

N/A

278.840

N/A

N/A

N/A

282.0882,+6.5861

LON

Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

First Sferic

First Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

First Sferic

Category

Sferic

Continued on next page

+7.996

N/A

N/A

-11.228

-15.013

N/A

+23.812

N/A

N/A

N/A

First Sferic

LAT

Sferic

88

2012-12-07 22:00:05.415851

2013-02-11 17:18:41.747354

2013-02-11 17:18:41.747558

2013-02-16 16:15:18.415978

2013-02-16 16:15:18.417064

2013-06-16 11:06:32.886242

130211721a

130211721b

130216677a

130216677b

130616463a

2012-11-03 10:15:51.161024

121103428b

121207917b

2012-11-03 10:15:51.160247

121103428a

2012-12-07 22:00:05.415306

2012-10-01 20:15:10.265293

121001844b

121207917a

2012-10-01 20:15:10.264056

UTC

1210018441

TGF ID

Table 6.2 – Continued from previous page

250

290

333

161

124

90

161

67

75

108

100

Estimate (µs)

Duration

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

N/A

ENTLN

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

Radio Network

N/A

72.005

N/A

N/A

141.271

9.944

N/A

196.132

N/A

330.579

N/A

LON

Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

First Sferic

First Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Category

Sferic

Continued on next page

N/A

+7.892

N/A

N/A

-15.913

-0.640

N/A

+26.373

N/A

+17.493

N/A

LAT

Sferic

89

2013-10-30 05:40:01.038874

2013-11-10 21:53:36.763667

2013-11-10 21:53:36.764172

2014-02-20 20:06:24.022972

2014-02-20 20:06:24.024498

2014-03-16 15:00:18.736197

131110912a

131110912b

140220838a

140220838b

140316625a

2013-07-25 10:47:39.452674

130725450b

131030236b

2013-07-25 10:47:39.452303

130725450a

2013-10-30 05:40:01.037608

2013-06-16 11:06:32.887427

130616463c

131030236a

2013-06-16 11:06:32.887137

UTC

130616463b

TGF ID

Table 6.2 – Continued from previous page

200

134

113

145

285

137

169

215

177

185

220

Estimate (µs)

Duration

N/A

ENTLN

ENTLN

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

ENTLN

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

Radio Network

N/A

55.493

55.472

105.485

N/A

302.058

302.107

277.973

N/A

278.059

N/A

LON

Sferic

Last Sferic

Both Sferics

Both Sferics

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Both Sferics

Both Sferics

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Category

Sferic

Continued on next page

N/A

-4.747

-4.735

-7.216

N/A

+21.694

+21.739

+27.927

N/A

+16.167

N/A

LAT

Sferic

90

2014-07-25 10:07:55.558901

2014-07-30 09:14:41.822608

2014-07-30 09:14:41.822990

2014-08-10 10:52:33.071379

2014-08-10 10:52:33.073562

2014-12-18 12:19:59.025814

140730385a

140730385b

140810453a

140810453b

141218514a

2014-07-25 10:07:55.558546

140725422a

140725422c

2014-05-02 10:33:13.628139

140502440b

2014-07-25 10:07:55.558699

2014-05-02 10:33:13.627405

140502440a

140725422b

2014-03-16 15:00:18.736719

UTC

140316625b

TGF ID
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113

124

73

40

70
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129
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250

Estimate (µs)

Duration

N/A

ENTLN

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

ENTLN

N/A

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

Radio Network

N/A

270.141

270.093

N/A

258.490

275.486

N/A

N/A

18.124

N/A

118.206

LON

Sferic

Last Sferic

Both Sferics

Both Sferics

First Sferic

First Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Category

Sferic
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N/A

+12.287

+12.343

N/A

+13.496

+9.464

N/A

N/A

-5.053

N/A

-1.767

LAT

Sferic
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2015-12-14 10:37:16.220833

2015-12-14 10:37:16.221708

151214443b

2015-04-13 16:52:33.768140

150413703a

151214443a

2015-01-11 23:25:24.556582

150111976b

2015-04-13 16:52:33.768882

2015-01-11 23:25:24.555502

150111976a

150413703b

2014-12-18 12:19:59.026374

UTC

141218514b

TGF ID
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81

105

310

161

210

247

172

Estimate (µs)

Duration

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

N/A

ENTLN

Radio Network

279.274

N/A

101.299

N/A

153.014

N/A

156.583

LON

Sferic

+5.622

N/A

+2.215

N/A

-12.418

N/A

-6.554

LAT

Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Last Sferic

Category

Sferic

6.3.2.1

Both pulses

Four TGFs have an associated sferic with the first and last pulse of their TGFs.
Three of the events are close enough to magnetic sensors in North America and
detailed below.

Figure 6.1: Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 are all similar. Top panel: Solid histogram
shows the observed counts per bin. Dashed curved lines are individual pulse fits,
and the solid curved line is the combined fit. Bottom panel: Azimuthal magnetic
field data (nT) correcting for propagation time to the source using location found
in Table 6.2. The BGO counts for the TGF lightcurve are plotted in magenta in the
top panel. This figure shows the data for TGF 110928568, which has an association
with only the first pulse from ENTLN. However, the magnetic waveform data shows
radio correlations with both pulses of the TGF.

TGF 110928568 triggered Fermi -GBM on September 28th, 2011 at 13:37:26.43 UTC.
The trigger consisted of two distinct pulses separated by ∼1 ms. The top panel of Fig-
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ure 6.1 shows the log-normal fits of both pulses. The first pulse has a longer rise time
and FWHM (40 and 118 µs) than the second pulse (17 and 65 µs). Contrary to the
findings that short durations and quicker rise times lead to associations (Connaughton
et al., 2013), ENTLN only reports a simultaneous sferic with the first pulse. The bottom panel of Figure 6.1 shows the radio waveform plotted alongside gamma rays
observed with the BGO detectors from Fermi -GBM. While ENTLN only reports a
simultaneous sferic with the first pulse, a radio signal is seen simultaneous with the
second pulse of gamma rays. However, the radio signal is much weaker despite the
subsequent pulse being much more intense.

Figure 6.2: Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 are all similar. Displayed is data for TGF
131030236 which has an ENTLN association with both pulses of the event.
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TGF 131030236 is an offline TGF with two distinct pulses separated by 1.3 ms.
It was observed on October 20th, 2013 at 05:40:01.03 UTC. The top panel of Figure 6.2
shows the log-normal fits of both pulses, which are very similar in rise time and
estimated duration. The waveform seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6.2 shows
several processes occurring at the same time of TGF 131030236. The first radio pulse
around 35.7 ms has several processes occurring near simultaneously. It has at least
3 fast edges, possibly with some overlapping creating a powerful signal. The radio
signal around the second TGF pulse, around 37.0 to 37.4 ms, shows several fast radio
pulses typical of a negative lightning leader process. Around 37.3 ms, is a slower
radio pulse that is coincident in time with the gamma-rays. This slow radio process
is either due to ground wave reflections or from the TGF itself (Dwyer and Cummer,
2013).
TGF 140810453 is another triggered event with two pulses with time separation
over 2 ms. The trigger occurred on August 10th, 2014 at 10:52:33.08 UTC. Both pulses
have an association with ENTLN. Shown in the top panel of Figure 6.3, both pulses
have a similar temporal structure with a small background between them. Fitting
the individual pulses shows values that are consistent with the other pulse, besides a
longer fall time for TGF 140810453b. The sferics simultaneous with the gamma-ray
pulses are both slow processes, as seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6.3. However,
despite similar strengths in gamma rays, the sferic for TGF 140810453a has a much
weaker intensity in the azimuthal magnetic field.
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Figure 6.3: Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 are all similar. Displayed is data for TGF
140810453 which has an ENTLN association with both pulses of the event.

6.3.2.2

Sferic with the last pulse

While the majority of multiple-pulsed TGFs observed with Fermi -GBM have a sferic
association with only the last pulse, only three events are presented with their azimuthal magnetic field component.
TGF 130616462 is an offline TGF that was detected by Fermi -GBM on June
16th, 2013 at 11:06:32.88 UTC. The offline search selected a binwidth of 2 ms, which
contains all pulses from the TGF. When viewing this time window, the top panel
of Figure 6.4 shows a possible four pulses, but the second pulse is very weak in the
BGO detectors. Consequently, the second pulse is not included in this study. Instead,
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Figure 6.4: Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 are all similar. Displayed is data for TGF
130616462 which has an ENTLN association with the last pulse of the event.

three pulses are fit with a log-normal function, and the last pulse has the quickest rise
time and shortest duration. The first pulse has a rise time of 60 µs and an estimated
duration of 110 µs. Shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.4, only the last pulse of
gamma rays is simultaneous with radio signals.
TGF 130725449 is another offline TGF with two clearly separated pulses observed on July 25th, 2013 at 10:47:39.45 UTC. Again, both pulses are contained
within the initial offline search with a selected binwidth of 0.632 ms. While initial
filters of my pipeline limit to ≥ 0.5 ms, the manual search process found this TGF
with a separation of only 371 µs. The top panel of Figure 6.5 shows a much weaker,
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Figure 6.5: Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 are all similar. Displayed is data for TGF
130725449 which has an ENTLN association with the last pulse of the event.

slow-rise pulse, followed by an intense, fast-rise pulse. Unsurprisingly, the last pulse
has an association with ENTLN. The bottom panel of Figure 6.5 shows agreement
with only a radio signal simultaneous with TGF130725449b. A more in-depth analysis reveals a fast-process signal occurring 100 µs before a slow-process signal which
is simultaneous with TGF130725449b.
TGF 140725422 triggered Fermi -GBM on July 25th, 2014 at 10:07:55.56 UTC.
The top panel of Figure 6.6 shows a complex lightcurve consisting of at least two
pulses. The first pulse is best fit with two log-normal functions, showing the possibility
of two overlapping pulses. The first of these overlapping pulses, TGF 140725422a, has
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Figure 6.6: Figure 6.1 to Figure 6.6 are all similar. Displayed is data for TGF
140725422 which has an ENTLN association with the last pulse of the event.

a rise-time of 53 µs and a FWHM of 172 µs, and a second pulse, TGF 140725422b,
with a slower rise-time of 88 µs and a FWHM of 134 µs. This overlapping pulse is
followed by a distinct, short-duration pulse, TGF 140725422c, with a much quicker
rise-time of 25 µs. Shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.6, a slow-process radio
signal is seen directly after TGF 140725422c.

6.3.3

Discussion

Fermi -GBM has observed 29 multiple-pulsed TGFs with an association from WWLLN
or ENTLN. Over half of the TGFs have an associated sferic with only the last pulse,
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and seven events have an association with either the first or two pulses. These findings
differ from Mezentsev et al. (2016) where an association is only found with the last
sferic of multiple-pulsed TGFs from RHESSI. They conclude two possible scenarios:
that the last sferic was due to the current produced from the connection of both leaders or, less likely, that the tilt of a leader step prevents some sferics to be observed
from radio networks. The addition of multiple-pulsed TGFs that have an association
with the first or two pulses makes it unlikely that sferic associations are only due
to the former scenario. However, it is unusual that the majority of multiple-pulsed
TGFs have an association only with the last pulse.
An analysis was performed on three TGFs with an association for only the last
pulse. This analysis included azimuthal magnetic field pulses shown on the bottom
panel of their corresponding figures. In each of these cases, the last pulse has the
quickest rise time and shortest duration. This result is in agreement with findings
from Connaughton et al. (2013); Dwyer and Cummer (2013) where TGFs with a
short duration and fast rise time are more likely to have an associated sferic. The
peak electric current produced by a TGF is directly proportional to the duration of
the TGF and the number of runaway electrons at the source as seen in Equation 6.1.
Out of all six log-normal fitted TGFs, none of the pulses with an association have a
rise time greater than 40 µs. The converse is also true, in that every pulse with a rise
time less than 40 µs has an associated sferic.
However, TGF 140810453 has interesting magnetic field data. The first signal
at 69.5 ms on the bottom panel of Figure 6.3 is very weak in comparison to the signal
at ∼71.7 ms. Both of these signals are associated with a TGF pulse, so should have a
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strength equal to the gamma-rays strength and duration. However, the gamma rays
observed have roughly equal rise times, durations, and intensities. This inconsistency
implies that the latter radio signal is enhanced by something other than the TGF
itself. A possible scenario is that the lightning, rather it is the current from the
connection of both leaders or initial breakdown, is increasing the amplitude of the
signal. This scenario is plausible since the first signal, the associated sferic for TGF
140810453a, has a relative amplitude similar to all observed TGFs in this study
besides 110928568 described below.
TGF 110928568 also shows an intriguing waveform in comparison to the gammaray data. The first signal at ∼431.3 ms is a very intense, complex signal, followed by
a few fast processes until another signal is observed with roughly a 2 nT amplitude at
∼432.3 ms. This fast-process signal is followed by a slow-process signal which is simultaneous with a TGF. Unlike TGF 140810453, the gamma-ray pulse observed with
TGF 110928568 is much weaker in counts than the latter pulse, as well as 110928568a
having a slower rise time. A possible scenario for this event is TGF 110928568a consists of two shorter overlapping pulses. These two overlapping pulses could have a
quicker rise-time and shorter duration than TGF 110928568b. However, this theory
does not stand up well, since TGF 110928568a is best fit with a single log-normal
function reported in Table 6.1.
With the addition of sferic associations with the first or both pulses, a tilted
stepped leader seems like a more plausible scenario for why not all sferics are seen
with a pulse from a TGF (Mezentsev et al., 2016). However, there is no reason for
the upper part of the leader channel to be more vertical than its lower segment. With
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over 75% of the TGFs in this sample having an association with only the last sferic,
the tilted stepped leader fails to explain why the preference with an association to
the last sferic. New models may be required to explain this observation.

6.3.4

Conclusion and Future

A pipeline was developed to search for multiple-pulsed TGFs within Fermi -GBM data
with a spacing between pulses from 0.5 ms to 1 s. The search found 109 multiplepulsed TGFs between 2008 July to 2015 December. Of these 109 events, 29 have an
association from a sferic from either WWLLN or ENTLN. This gives a 27% association rate with multiple-pulse TGFs, slightly lower than the association rate reported
in Roberts et al. (2018), 32%.
Seven of the 29 events have an association with either the first pulse or two
pulses. Three of the events have azimuthal magnetic waveform data from sensors
located within North America. These three events show definitive evidence of associations with pulses other than the last pulse of a TGF. With these observations, merely
the return stroke is not enough to explain the association of TGF and sferics. The
return stroke can still be the reason the VLG signal is typically associated with the
last pulse, but the first pulse occasionally has an association due to the TGF itself or
a strong leader step. Additionally, the model from Dwyer and Cummer (2013) needs
adjustments to explain the relationship between the radio and gamma-ray data. The
observations in this study and Mezentsev et al. (2016) should be considered when
discussing TGF production models.
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CHAPTER 7

TERRESTRIAL ELECTRON BEAMS

A Terrestrial Electron Beam (TEB) is a cascade of secondary electrons and
positrons that are produced from Compton scattering and pair-production interactions of gamma rays that escape the avalanche region and reach altitudes around
30 km. These secondary charged particles can escape the atmosphere of Earth and
travel helical trajectories along the local magnetic field lines (Lehtinen et al., 2001;
Dwyer, 2008; Sarria et al., 2015). In this chapter, I will discuss my work on creating a
pipeline in searching for TEBs in Fermi -GBM data. Furthermore, I will explain ongoing work on a unique event in which a TGF and a TEB are observed with milliseconds
of each other.

7.1

Fermi -GBM TEBs

As discussed in Section 2.2, TEBs have several characteristics which identify them as
different phenomena than TGFs. While creating the first TGF catalog from Fermi GBM (Roberts et al., 2018), these characteristics were used as a weight in a search
to create a catalog of these events and are described in the following subsections.
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7.1.1

TEB Criteria

For a candidate to be classified as a TEB, it needs to be classified initially as a TGF
candidate and have a duration ≥1 ms (criterion 1), and then meet two or more of the
criteria listed below:
1. The candidate has a duration ≥1 ms.
2. A 511 keV line is present in the candidate’s spectrum.
3. A lack of lightning in the sub-satellite (nadir) location, and evidence of lightning
activity in one of the footprints of the magnetic field line on which the spacecraft
lies.
4. An asymmetry in the strength of the signals of the detectors on opposite sides
of Fermi.
5. A magnetically mirrored pulse is present in the light curve.
6. Observed energy must be less than ∼20 MeV
The following sections will showcase TEB 150202436, which exhibits numerous characteristics of a TEB. However, for Criteria 3 and 5, TEB 130518976 and
160420112 are showcased, respectively, which feature these characteristics in a more
transparent case.

7.1.1.1

Criterion 1: 1+ ms Duration

Criterion 1 is due to TEBs tending to have a longer duration than their TGF counterparts. The charged particles that make up a TEB disperse during their propagation,
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Figure 7.1: TEB 150202436 exhibits numerous characteristics of a TEB. Binned
count rate of all detectors versus time relative to trigger time for TEB 150202436. A
rough duration estimate for this event is 2 ms. Therefore, Criterion 1 is met.

hitting the spacecraft with larger time separations compared to the photons of a TGF.
The angle the particles enter the magnetic field, corresponding to different pitch angles (Equation 2.3), largely influence the dispersion between the particles. While the
velocities of the particles are similar, their different equations of motion give different
velocities along the field lines. Particles with a pitch angle of zero will travel purely
along the field line, while a 90◦ pitch equates to movement perpendicular to the field
line, or magnetically trapped. Thus, instruments will observe TEBs as a less-intense,
but longer light curve as seen in Figure 7.1. Since a most probable bin width is given
to TGFs and is used as an estimation of their duration (Roberts et al., 2018), events
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Figure 7.2: Energy channels versus time relative to trigger time for TEB150202436.
The red and blue dots signify BGO 0 and BGO 1 respectively. These are adjusted for
a 5% gain in these detectors. A solid green line marks 511 keV. There are numerous
counts in BGO 1 in channel 11 or 12, which has an energy range from 484 keV to
564 keV.

with a bin width ≥ 1 ms are a TEB candidate. All TEBs require this criterion.
However, as discussed in Chapter 6, multiple-pulsed TGFs account for some of these
candidates due to their long bin width. Once this criterion is met, the TEB candidate
is investigated if at least one of the other five criteria are met.

7.1.1.2

Criterion 2: 511 keV Component

Criterion 2 was first reported in Briggs et al. (2011), which shows that TEBs have
a strong component of positrons due to evidence of a 511 keV gamma-ray spectral
line. The three bright TEBs in their study were made of 9% to 42% positrons based
on Monte Carlo simulations performed. While it is theoretically possible for a TGF
to have a 511 keV line due to the generation of positrons at the source region, the
511 keV component would be very faint and most likely undetectable at spacecraft
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Figure 7.3: Earth plot with sferics for during TEB 130518976. Green dots are
sferic activities commonly correlated to lightning. Purple ’X’ marks the geolocation
of Fermi on the Earth. Left: Northern magnetic footprint that Fermi lies on. Blue
rings signify 50 and 100 km offset from the center of the field line. WWLLN does
not detect any sferics in the Northern footprint. Middle: Nadir of Fermi. Blue rings
signify 400 and 800 km offset from the geolocation of Fermi. Again, WWLLN observes
no sferics. Right: Southern magnetic footprint that Fermi lies on. Again, blue rings
signify the 50 and 100 km offset from the field line. A small storm is within the blue
rings. This storm gives an origin for the event observed by Fermi.

altitudes. The annihilation line in TEBs is so bright; it can sometimes be seen in the
scatter plot of an event without any need for a spectral fit, as seen in Figure 7.2. A
solid green line marks 511 keV on the plot, where there are numerous counts from
BGO 1. The BGO detectors show a possible 5% increase energy gain (Briggs et al.,
2011), so the energy channels are adjusted to account for this gain. This energy gain
is applied throughout this chapter.

7.1.1.3

Criterion 3: Lightning Activity in Magnetic Footprints

Criterion 3 searches for evidence of lightning in the nadir and magnetic footprints of
Fermi. Charged particles from TEBs can originate from a storm outside the spacecraft
nadir and reach the spacecraft via the magnetic field lines that intersect its position.
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The first reported TEB came from a TGF event detected by RHESSI while
over the Sahara Desert (M. Smith et al., 2006; Dwyer et al., 2008). Since TGFs
were known to have an association to thunderstorms, it was suspicious that one of
the brightest events was over a region that exhibited no lightning. However, tracing
the magnetic field line that RHESSI lies on leads to a storm in south-central Africa.
Not surprisingly then, this is a reliable criterion if a TGF exhibits many sferics in
a magnetic footprint, but none within 800 km of the spacecraft. This event was
confirmed when several events showcasing the same characteristics were discovered in
BATSE data.
Figure 7.3 shows three plots of lightning activity underneath the nadir of
Fermi, and the northern and southern magnetic footprint. Green dots represent the
geolocation of sferics, which typically are interpreted as lightning activity. A purple
’X’ and square mark the geolocation of Fermi and an associated sferic, respectively.
The center panel shows the nadir of Fermi and marks the 400 km and 800 km offsets
with blue circles. The left and right panels show the northern and southern magnetic
footprint that Fermi lies on. During TEB130518976, Fermi was over the Pacific
Ocean between Hawaii and North America. The left and center panels show no signs
of lightning activity with a lack of sferics. However, the right panel, which showcases
the southern magnetic footprint, contains a small cluster of sferics within the footprint
of Fermi. This location is near the French Polynesian Islands where a thunderstorm
is present.
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Figure 7.4: Count histogram for each detector for TEB150202436. BGO 1 has a
significant signal, while BGO 0 does not. Likewise, the NaI detectors showcase an
asymmetry based on the source of TEB 150202436.

7.1.1.4

Criterion 4: Asymmetry in the detectors of Fermi

As stated previously, TEBs consists of charged particles which travel along the magnetic field line. Consequently, when the particles reach the spacecraft, they are focused
on one side of the instrument. Electrons and positrons have a larger interaction crosssection with the spacecraft compared to photons. Consequently, photons are more
likely to interact with detectors on both sides of the spacecraft, while the charged
particles will interact with whichever detector they come across first. This shows up
as an asymmetry in the detectors, which is used as evidence of a candidate to be
either a TEB or a TGF that has a far offset from the spacecraft.
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An example of this is Figure 7.4, which shows binned counts for each detector over time for TEB 150202436. The magnetic field line intersects Fermi at 75.2◦
zenith and 124.9◦ azimuth in spacecraft coordinates when tracing from the southern
magnetic footprint where an associated sferic is located. For reference, 0.0◦ zenith
is the optimal view for Fermi Large Area Telescope, and BGO 0 lies on 0.0◦ azimuth (Meegan et al., 2009). Therefore, this event is expected to intersect with the
spacecraft toward the middle of the spacecraft on the side with BGO 1. As expected,
most counts are observed with detectors that are located on the side with BGO 1,
while there is a lack of counts in BGO 0.

7.1.1.5

Criterion 5: Mirror Pulse

As explained in Section 2.2, if charged particles reach a magnetic field strong enough,
the particles will reflect and propagate in the opposite direction. Thus, Criterion 5 is
the re-observation of these particles. Depending on the proximity of the detectors to
the conjugate point of the magnetic field, the time separation between detecting each
pulse can vary from a few to around a hundred milliseconds. Figure 7.5 shows the
earlier case, where a large initial pulse for TEB 160420112 is seen at ∼-10 ms from
trigger time of 2016-04-20 02:41:01.382856 UTC. This pulse had a total duration of
10 ms and was followed by a secondary pulse 30 ms later. While this TEB has a
mirror pulse that is easily viewed, shown later in Section 7.2, some pulses need to be
modeled to identify when their mirror pulse will be detected again. In these cases,
the conjugate magnetic field strength is compared to the source magnetic field at an
altitude of 30 km, the typical altitude for TEB production. If the conjugate field has
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Figure 7.5: Binned counts per 200 µs versus time from the trigger of TEB 160420112.
Seen is a long initial pulse starting at -10 ms with a duration of roughly 10 ms. This
pulse is followed by a secondary pulse due to magnetic mirroring starting at 20 ms
from trigger time.

a higher field strength, a simulation of the TEB is performed to find the predicted
time of a mirrored pulse.

7.1.1.6

Criterion 6: Energy less than 20 MeV

Criterion 6 is used the least to discuss if a candidate has enough evidence for a TEB.
Models predict that photons will have higher observed energies than electrons or
positrons (Sarria et al., 2015). The electrons reach over 20 MeV, while photons will
reach energies up to 30 MeV in this model. Therefore, a detected photon in our detector that deposits energy ≥20 MeV provides evidence that the candidate is not a TEB.
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Since not all TGFs are expected to reach these high energies, a lack of an observed
count ≥ 20 MeV does not provide evidence the candidate is a TEB. Figure 7.2 shows
no counts above 10 MeV between -8.0 and -4.0 ms. With all the evidence presented
so far, event 150202436 is classified as a TEB.

7.1.2

Localizing TEBs

A new method presented by Mitchell et al. (2016) shows the possibility of localizing
TEBs. This method first calculates the duration of each event, and then uses a
modified code developed initially to localize GRBs. The modified code localizes based
on count rates relative to each detector and their pointing. Events with a duration
≥5 ms can be accurately localized without additional steps. However, if an event
is shorter than 5 ms, background subtraction is performed on a 16 ms window that
contains the event. This technique was successful in finding 11 of 18 TEBs based on
their magnetic field directions, and 37 of 40 TGFs localized to the Earth within 3σ
contours.

7.1.3

TEB Catalog

The first Fermi -GBM TGF catalog (Roberts et al., 2018) includes five tables and
represents the largest publication of TGFs, WWLLN associations, and TEBs. The
TEB table lists 30 TGFs that have been evaluated by the criteria in Section 7.1.1.
It includes a reliability classification with values “0” or “1”. A “1” indicates that an
event is confirmed as a TEB by several criteria, while a “0” is a possible TEB, but does
not meet enough criteria. The catalog includes 20 confirmed TEBs and 10 possible
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Table 7.1: Table of TEBs
TEB ID

TEB080807357
TEB090510498
TEB090813215
TEB091214495
TEB100515316
TEB110410216
TEB110625474
TEB111019255
TEB111027761
TEB120221656
TEB120630041
TEB121015732
TEB121114355
TEB121224612
TEB130306223
TEB130415857
TEB130515615
TEB130518976
TEB130521580
TEB130621612
TEB140204581
TEB140807514
TEB141123678
TEB150202436
TEB150726964
TEB160113308
TEB160311670
TEB160420112
TEB160424403
TEB160510196

1

2

Criteria
3 4 5

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
7
X
X
—
—
X
—
—
7
—
X
X
X
7
—
7
7
—
7
X
7
—
X
7
X
7
X
X
X

X
—
X
X
X
—
X
X
X
—
—
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
—
—
X
—
X
—
—
X
—

6

X 7 X
7 — X
— 7 —
7 7 —
X 7 X
X 7 X
7 7 —
7 7 —
— 7 X
— 7 X
— 7 X
— 7 X
— 7 —
— 7 7
7 X X
— 7 X
— 7 X
X 7 X
X 7 X
7 7 X
— X X
— 7 X
— 7 X
X 7 X
7 7 X
— 7 X
X 7 —
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TEBs. Table 7.1 lists each TEB and if they met (X), show signs of meeting (—), or
did not meet (7) a specific TEB criterion.
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7.2

An Extraordinary Event: 140204581

While models have always considered TEBs as a consequence of TGFs as they interact
with the atmosphere at high altitudes, ≥30 km, these two events have never been
observed together before. On 04 February 2014 at 13:56:34.062 UTC, Fermi -GBM
detected a TGF candidate while passing over Madagascar with East longitude of
44.3◦ and latitude of -18.3◦ . The spacecraft initially identified the trigger as a TGF
using the triggering algorithm 116. A closer look at the TTE data, Figure 7.6, shows
two pulses. The first pulse occurs slightly before -1 ms from trigger time (t0-1.0ms)
with a duration of 200 µs. After 0.5 ms from the start of the first pulse (t0-0.5ms),
a second, less intense pulse is observed over 2 ms. These two vastly different pulse
structures led to the initial interpretation of the first pulse being classified as a TGF,
and the second pulse classified as a TEB. In order to verify this interpretation, both
pulses are analyzed using criteria described in Section 7.1.

7.2.1

Initial TEB Analysis

To classify an event as a TEB, the first criterion is the duration is ≥1 ms. The first
pulse of 140204581 does not meet this required criterion. However, the second pulse
does exhibit this characteristic, so additional analysis is performed to verify it is a
TEB, rather than a multiple-pulsed TGF.
Figure 7.7 shows individual counts from detectors BGO 0 and 1. The green
line indicates 511 keV energy. The red and blue dots identify counts in BGO 0 and
1 respectively, with an energy shift by 5%. The first pulse, located at -1 ms, shows no
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Figure 7.6: Count rate versus time for event 140204581. The first pulse, -1.2 ms,
has a duration of 200µs, characteristic of a typical TGF. The second pulse 0.5 ms has
an estimated duration of 2+ ms, meeting the first criterion for TEBs.
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Figure 7.7: Energy adjusted for a 5% energy gain versus time scatterplot for TEB
140204581. Red: individual counts for BGO 0. Blue: individual counts for BGO 1.
Green: 511 keV line. The first pulse has no counts on the green line. The second
pulse shows several counts in both detectors.
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Figure 7.8: BGO 0 and 1 energy spectrum over -1.0 to 1.1 ms for event 140204581.
An energy gain of 5% is applied to both detectors. Black: count rate for energy in
BGO 0. Gold: count rate for energy in BGO 1. Error bars represent edges of energy
and Poisson error. The channel that contains the 511 keV has a higher count rate
than all other channels.

counts in channels that contain the 511 keV line, but the second pulse shows several
counts from both detectors. To more clearly view this feature, Figure 7.8 shows count
rate versus energy from -1.0 ms to 1.1 ms. Again, the energies are shifted by 5% to
account for an energy gain in the detectors. The error bars represent bin sizes for
energy and Poisson error for count rate. Both detectors see a large increase in count
rate in the channel that contains 511 keV. Therefore, the second pulse meets Criterion
2 for classification as a TEB.
While Criterion 2 is enough to classify an event as a TEB, we will continue
to look at the other criteria. Figure 7.9 shows the lightning activity underneath the
northern magnetic footprint, nadir, and southern magnetic footprint from left to right.
There are over 600 sferics underneath Fermi within 10 minutes of the trigger. An
associated sferic, within 600 µs, is found with the event, which is marked by a purple
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Figure 7.9: Earth plot with sferics for event 140204581. Green dots are sferic
activities commonly correlated to lightning. Purple ’X’ marks the geolocation of
Fermi on the Earth. Purple ’square’ is an associated sferic with the event. Left:
Northern magnetic footprint that Fermi lies on. Blue rings signify 50 and 100 km
offset from the center of the field line. WWLLN detects no sferics in the Northern
footprint. Middle: Nadir of Fermi. Blue rings signify 400 and 800 km offset from
the geolocation of Fermi. A large storm and associated sferic are found, signifying
that the origin for this event is a TGF. Right: Southern magnetic footprint that
Fermi lies on. Again, blue rings signify the 50 and 100 km offset from the field line.
An associated sferic is found outside the 50 km ring, providing evidence for a TEB.
With an associated sferic located in both the footprint and underneath the satellite
gives strong evidence that our interpretation for the classification of TGF and TEB
140204581 is correct.

square in Figure 7.9. This association is 346 km from the nadir of the spacecraft,
and 53 km from the southern magnetic footprint. Consequently, this provides more
evidence that 140204581 consists of a TGF and a TEB.
Figure 7.10 shows binned counts over time for each detector. There is no obvious asymmetry from the BGO detectors. This asymmetry is not expected due to
the orientation of the spacecraft within the magnetic field. In spacecraft coordinates,
the magnetic field line intercepts Fermi with a zenith of 169.3◦ and an azimuth of
275.6◦ . This interception is underneath the spacecraft in between both BGO detec-
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Figure 7.10: Count histogram for each detector for event 140204581. Both BGOs
show a strong signal for each pulse due to the orientation of the spacecraft in the
magnetic field line. An asymmetry should exist in the NaIs for the second pulse, but
a complex detection efficiency based on viewing angles complicates the analysis.

tors. Additionally, the NaI detectors have complex viewing angles, and it is not easy
to decide which detectors should see counts without simulation.
The next criterion is a search for a mirror pulse. With Fermi being close to the
source region of the TEB, the particles need to travel thousands of kilometers to the
conjugate point, mirror and travel another thousands of kilometers. Therefore, the
mirror pulse is predicted to be ≥ 50 ms and may be difficult to find due to its faintness.
Employing a Bayesian block algorithm (Scargle et al., 2013), the mirror pulse can be
seen in Figure 7.11. The algorithm divides the data into blocks with constant rates.
This technique was previously used in Roberts et al. (2017, 2018). Figure 7.11 shows
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Figure 7.11: Observed and Bayesian block lightcurve for TEB 140204581. Yellow:
Histogram of observation. Black: Bayesian blocks that have a constant rate within
each block. An increase in the blocks rates signifies a candidate event. The first three
enhanced block contains the initial TGF and TEB. A block with an increased rate at
∼90 ms indicates a possible mirror pulse.

the observed TTE data in yellow bins and the Bayesian blocks as black outlines. The
first three enhanced blocks contain the TGF and TEB before returning to a block
that is consistent with the background rate. After 90 ms, a block with an increased
rate is observed. This enhancement is consistent with simulations, which predicts a
mirror pulse to be observed at this point.
Finally, the last criterion is that a TEB should not have counts above ∼20 MeV.
As seen in Figure 7.7, there is no evidence for any high energy counts. Therefore, the
TEB pulse meets the pipeline of not having energy higher than 20 MeV.
In conclusion, 5 of the 6 criteria are met for the second pulse and can confidently be classified as a TEB. With the first confirmed observation of a TGF and
TEB, models can be directly tested to determine whether they can create a TGF
and TEB that match this observation. This test is performed by comparing an ad-
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justed REAM simulation processed with the detector response matrices (DRMs) of
Fermi -GBM with the observed spectra of the first and second pulse.

7.3

TEB140204581: Modeling

As explained in Section 2.3, TGFs, and thus TEBs, are heavily reliant on the source
relativistic electrons to explain their shape and spectra. As well, TEBs are a consequence of TGFs when photons interact with the atmosphere at higher altitudes.
Therefore, models for TEBs and TGFs can be tested to see whether they reproduce the TGF and TEB observations with a consistent amount of source relativistic
electrons.
We ran REAM simulations for both the photons and charged particles independently using the same static electric field and source altitude. The simulations
will take note of pitch angles of the charged particles and simulate detector responses
for both BGOs of Fermi. Using a maximum log-likelihood estimate, the best fluence
and spectra is calculated. These values are then used to find the number of source
relativistic electrons. This process is repeated for three different beaming geometries
(narrow, wide, and tilted narrow) and two altitudes. Each step will go into greater
detail below.

7.3.1

REAM Model

REAM is a portion of the RFD model discussed in Section 2.3.1. It includes all major
interactions and propagations of photons and energetic electrons and positrons in the
air (Dwyer, 2003, 2008). In these Monte Carlo simulations, runaway electrons with an
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exponential energy distribution of the form exp− 7.3

ε
M eV

areassumedtobeinjectedintoavolumeof air (D

and Babich, 2011). In this work, the initial runaway electrons can propagate five times
the avalanche length (∼2500 m), under the influence of a constant sea level electric
field strength (400 kV/m). At the end of the electric field region (representing the
area between two oppositely charged regions inside a thunderstorm), the electron’s
energy, speed, and positions can all be analyzed.
Two parameters from this model have been shown to influence the TGF spectra
at spacecraft altitude (Mailyan et al., 2016): source altitude and beam geometry.
Consequently, REAM simulations are performed at 12 and 15 km source altitudes
with three beam widths: narrow, wide, and tilted narrow. A narrow beam indicates
that the photons are emitted in a cone with half angle, θ, that has an intrinsic width
that is expected from the bremsstrahlung process (∼ 30◦ ). A wide beam represents the
spreading of photons in an isotropic cone (θ ∼ 45◦ ). This model is the most realistic,
as it represents the diverging and converging electric fields inside a thunderstorm.
Consequently, some lightning leader models also predict only wide beam geometries
should be possible (Carlson et al., 2009). A tilted narrow beam has its emission tilted
by some angle with respect to the z-axis (vertical). For this work, the tilt is calculated
based on the magnetic field strength and orientation from the TEB calculations.
Photons and charged particles are treated differently when propagating them
to spacecraft altitudes due to charged particles being restrained to Earth’s magnetic
field. Once the photons reach an altitude of 100 km, they are translated to the
spacecraft altitudes of 568 km. Figure 7.12 shows photon density distribution in 50 km
bins at spacecraft altitude. From left to right, panels show simulations for 15 km with
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Figure 7.12: Particle density in color vs distance from source for TEB 140204581.
Three beaming geometries from left to right: narrow, tilted narrow, and wide. Each
histogram has different values for colors based on density in 50 km bins. Fits are
performed on counts within the black line. The narrow and wide beam geometries
have black rings 50 km from the spacecraft position due to their Gaussian shape.
The tilted narrow uses a black box with a 50 km offset in the orientation due to a
non-Gaussian profile.

narrow, tilted narrow and wide beam geometries. Caution should be applied when
comparing the three plots, as the color scale changes between each panel. For this
event, Fermi is offset ∼365 km from the source geolocation. Regions are defined
with a width of 100 km that are representative of the offset of Fermi, and in which
simulation particles will be collected to compare to the data.
For charged particles, the beaming and source altitudes remain the same as the
photons for each REAM simulation. However, the charged particles enter and propagate within Earth’s magnetic field based on the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field 12 (IGRF12). At 100 km, these particles are propagated at various pitch angles
and accounting for the changing magnetic field strength. The changing magnetic field
strength will alter a particle’s initial pitch angle. If the field strength decreases (as it
does the higher the altitude), the pitch angle will decrease. The inverse accounts for
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Figure 7.13: Normalized count rate for REAM simulations of positrons in a 15 km
wide beam. Dashed lines separate positrons into groups for GRESS simulations.
These are based on sampling the rise, peak, and fall of the histogram. No charged
particles have pitch angles above 65 due to propagation effects within a changing
magnetic field.

mirror pulses. If the field strength increases enough, the pitch angles of particles will
go above 90◦ , representing a change in directions along the magnetic field line.

7.3.2

Fitting Model

While the REAM code was run 3000 times for each orientation, there are not enough
positrons to use for comparison to the observations. Therefore, the charged particles
are split into 4 pitch angle bins and fit using an exponential decay function. The
electrons are divided into four equal lengths from 0 to 65◦ . Pitch angles do not vary
from 0 to 90◦ because of the weakening magnetic field altering the particles’ equation
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of motion in transit. The positrons have unequal binning to contain the peak of their
pitch angle distribution in two bins. The bin edges are indicated by dotted black lines
in Figure 7.13. The energy threshold of the fitted exponential decay for each bin of
electrons and positrons is listed in Table 7.2, along with their altitudes, pitch angle,
and percentage of simulated electrons and positrons that make up the TEB.
The parameters found from each of the model fits are used in the GBM REsponse Simulation System (GRESS). GRESS is a software package that uses Monte
Carlo simulation to determine the GBM detector response to a source based on
GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation package and Fermi mass model. The simulations
are done in two steps: physim, which simulates the particles propagating and interacting with the spacecraft model, and calsim, which reads in physim output, applies
calibration effects and returns DRMs. Besides the input parameters found from fitting the REAM models, the directionality in spacecraft coordinates for each pitch
angle needs to be known. For this TEB, a charged particle with 0 pitch will intercept
the spacecraft at 169.3 and 275.6◦ zenith and azimuth, respectively. For each pitch
angle, 10 positions along the helical track are chosen as starting points with respect
to the spacecraft. Figure 7.14 shows a Cartesian plot with the spacecraft centered
at zero (black square). The pitch angle groups are represented by their color, with
the first group in red and the last group in purple. Each dot represents a separate
GRESS simulation of 108 particles are beamed at the spacecraft from 182 cm away.
The photons are treated in a manner similar to the charged particles, except
their propagation through the magnetic field is not required. Instead, the photons
each have a source from 162.9◦ and 251.9◦ zenith and azimuth. After the DRMs are
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Table 7.2: Simulation fit parameters for event 140204581
Particle
electron
positron

% of particle Energy Threshold (keV)
pitch angles: 8.1 24.4 40.6 56.9
pitch angles: 15.0 26.0 39.5 56.0
15 km wide beam

Electrons
Positrons
Photons

90
10
N/A

2.8
3.3
3.8

3.1
3.6

3.0
3.4

2.8
3.0

3.4
3.8

3.3
3.3

3.5
3.6

2.8
3.3

3.4
3.2

3.7
3.6

3.9
4.0

3.5
3.8

15 km narrow beam
Electrons
Positrons
Photons

89
11
N/A

2.6
3.2
1.4

3.3
3.8

15 km tilted narrow beam
Electrons
Positrons
Photons

89
11
N/A

2.9
3.5
2.7

3.4
3.6

12 km wide beam
Electrons
Positrons
Photons

89
11
N/A

3.1
3.6
4.6

3.5
3.7

12 km narrow beam
Electrons
Positrons
Photons

87
13
N/A

2.9
3.7
2.1
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Figure 7.14: Cartesian 3D plot with arbitrary x, y, and z-axis. Color dots represent
the source location for GRESS simulations for positrons based on their pitch angle
groups. Ten locations are used for each group to correspond interaction with Fermi
from any direction along their propagation. Black square is the location of Fermi,
centered at zero.

created, the photons are processed to account for the effects of pulse pileup. This
effect is corrected similar to Mailyan et al. (2016), which assumes several incident
rates and calculates their -2 Log-Likelihood (-2 LogL) value, defined in Equation 7.1.
Lower values show a better fit for that rate. Electrons and positrons are spread out
in time, resulting in a low peak count rate. Therefore, pulse pileup and deadtime are
not issues for the charged particles.

log L = −2

123
X

Oi ln(Mi ) − Mi − ln(Oi )!

i=3
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(7.1)

where Oi and Mi are the observed and modeled counts in channels 3 to 123. Mi
includes the electrons and positrons for every simulated geometry. As shown in Table 7.2 electrons and positrons have different weights due to a TEB consisting of 90%
more electrons. Additionally, each pitch angle group is weighted based on the percentage that makes up the model, as seen in Figure 7.13. When calculating Mi , the
electron or positron count is adjusted based on its weight. Once all -2 LogL values
are calculated, a minimum value is found which corresponds to the best-fit incident
rate. A 90% confidence level is calculated from the minimum value ± 2.71, based on
1 degree of freedom (Mi ).
Once the best rate is found, the source relativistic electron can be found for
each model by the equation:

nGrele =

nRrele N t
· 100
Adet Ansim
sim

(7.2)

where nGrele and nRrele are the number of source relativistic electrons for the GRESS
simulations and REAM simulations, respectively. N is the rate of incident particles
per µs determined by the maximum likelihood estimate, t is the duration of the
observed event, Adet and Asim is the area of the detector and simulation region,
respectively, and nsim is the number of particles in the simulation region.

7.3.3

Results and Discussion

The -2 LogL values show that the 15 km narrow beam TGF model is not preferred. Figure 7.15 show the -2 LogL as a function of rates for each simulation. The
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Figure 7.15: -2 LogL plots for all REAM simulations of a TGF and TEB. TGFs
have been corrected for pulse pile-up, and a minimum rate is found for each event.
Red: 90% confidence interval around the minimum -2 LogL value. Left: TGF models.
Right: TEB models. The only model not preferred for event 140204581 is the 15 km
narrow beam, due to having a -2 LogL value greater than other models by 10.

left panels are the photon data or TGF after pulse pile-up correction. The right panels are the models for electrons and positrons for the TEB. The TGF models all have
-2 LogL values ∼83 except for the 15 km narrow beam (95). One-parameter -2 LogL
values show models are 99.9% more likely with values ≤10. Therefore, the TGF, and
subsequently TEB, produced by the 15 km narrow beam model is not the preferred
explanation.
Table 7.3 lists the altitude, beaming geometry, minimum -2 LogL, rate, and
the source relativistic electron for the TGF and TEB. In addition to a -2 LogL value
ten higher than the other models, the 15 km narrow beam does not have an agreement
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Table 7.3: Simulation Results for event 140204581
Model
Altitude (km)

Model
Beam Geometry

Minimum -2 LogL

Rate
(counts/s)

Source Rel.
e− (1017 )

TGF
15
15
15
12
12

wide
narrow
tilted narrow
wide
narrow

82.8
95.3
83.2
83.9
85.4

0.53
0.54
0.53
0.52
0.54

±0.13
0.16
±0.13
0.14
±0.13
0.15
±0.13
0.16
±0.12
0.15

10.3 ±2.5
3.1
15.0 ±3.6
3.9
1.8
7.4 ±2.1
87.5 ±21.9
26.9
80.1 ±18.8
22.2

TEB
15
15
15
12
12

wide
narrow
tilted narrow
wide
narrow

161.5
161.9
161.9
161.6
163.0

0.18 ± 0.04
0.19 ±0.05
0.03
0.20 ±0.05
0.04
0.20 ±0.05
0.04
0.22 ±0.06
0.04

12.3 ± 2.7
1.5
5.5 ±0.9
1.2
4.9 ±1.0
22.1
88.5 ±17.7
34.7 ±9.5
6.3

with the number of source relativistic electrons for the TGF and TEB models. The
12 km narrow beam model also has inconsistent source relativistic electrons, while all
other models are consistent. As a reminder, theory predicts that the TEB is a consequence of the TGF producing secondary charged particles higher in the atmosphere.
Therefore, they should consist of the same number of source relativistic electrons.
Since the narrow beam models are not consistent between the TGF and TEB source
relativistic electrons, these models cannot explain this joint observation. However,
our simulations show that the wide beam and tilted narrow beam models are likely
models for TGF/TEB 140204581.
A positron fraction for TEB 140204581 is also calculated for each geometry. When calculating the -2 LogL values, the weights for each model is based
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on the REAM simulations in Table 7.2. The table gives a positron fraction for
TEB 140204581 between 10% to 11%. If this is compared to the total rate of charged
particles in our likelihood test, the positron rate for this event is ∼0.02 positron per
µs. The positron fraction is consistent with findings in Briggs et al. (2011) for TEB
080807357.

7.3.4

Conclusion

Fermi -GBM event 140204581 is the first observation of a TGF and a TEB from the
same source. This unique observation makes it possible to test whether different
beaming geometry models can produce both a TGF and a TEB. The first pulse,
which occurred 1 ms before Fermi -GBM trigger time, is a typical TGF with a 0.2 ms
duration. Shortly after, the instrument observed another pulse with a 2 ms duration.
This pulse matches almost all criteria to be a TEB, including having a strong 511 keV
line. When performing spectral analysis, ≥10% of this pulse consist of positrons. This
amount is consistent with previous work by Briggs et al. (2011).
Both the TGF and TEB were spectrally fit and ran through GRESS. The
TGF was profoundly affected by pulse pile-up and was corrected for it. With this
correction applied, both the TGF and TEB have consistent source relativistic electrons of 1017 -1018 for most models. However, the 15 km and 12 km narrow beam
model do not have consistent source relativistic electrons between the TGF and TEB
simulations. Additionally, the 15 km narrow beam model is not preferred when compared to a likelihood fit to the data, while the TEB is consistent from any beaming
geometry. This is most likely due to the TEB not being heavily being influenced by
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the beaming geometry at the source (Sarria et al., 2015). With comparable source
relativistic electrons between TEB and TGF, this event is consistent with the TEB
as a consequence of TGFs.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Summary

Consecutive and multiple-pulsed TGFs, as well as TEBs, play an important role in
the field of high-energy lightning physics. Consecutive TGFs allow insight on prolific
producers of these events, while multiple-pulsed TGFs constrain models with their
temporal structure. As one of few natural producers of antimatter on Earth, TEBs
need to be studied in more wavebands other than gamma-rays. Fermi -GBM has the
highest association rate with sferics, giving TGFs their accurate geolocations and
time accuracy on the order of µs. Throughout this dissertation, I have analyzed these
events which make up a part of high-energy atmospheric physics. A summary of my
findings is below.
A gap in the time separation between pulses of gamma rays led to the observational interpretation of TGF pairs with two differing origins. Pairs with a time
separation ≤10 ms are interpreted as a single TGF that consists of multiple pulses of
gamma rays. Pairs with separation ≥1 s are from two TGFs, which we have coined
as consecutive TGFs. Three pairs are between this region and may be from either
origin.
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Consecutive TGFs that originate from the same thunderstorm cell imply a
recharge time based on the time separation between both events. This constraint is
10 s at its shortest window, but an average window of 60 to 80 s. This short timescale
could be due to a weaker, initial TGF or that no additional lightning occurred within
the cell to relieve the electrical stress.
Multiple-pulsed TGFs were found initially only to have a sferic association
with the last pulse (Mezentsev et al., 2016). However, I have shown cases where a
sferic association occurs with either the first pulse or multiple pulses. These TGFs
have significant implications in models to explain a preference for observed radio
signals to have an association with the last pulse, but the capability of association
with any pulse.
Finally, while TEBs are an essential phenomenon in the field of high-energy
lightning physics, they remain one of the least studied. This is partially due to their
rarity. Fermi -GBM reports the most TEBs out of any instrument, but still only
has 30 in their catalog of eight years of observations (Roberts et al., 2018). TEB
140204581 is a unique event, consisting of an initial TGF followed by a TEB 1 ms
later. This detection marks the first time an event with both a TGF and a TEB has
been observed. After temporal and spectral analysis of TEB 140204581, I conclude
that models were correct in that TEBs are a consequence of a TGF.
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